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FOREW6(EI

This fdrewOrd gives an overview of the Teactier Corps program and of the

Teachat COrpa'Program National Evaluation conducted ov er the past 3 )(ears by
.

the Education and Humtan Services kesearch Center of SkI international. This 1

report is one of a seriet of reports resulting frbia the SRI study.

Witte-Tewher-Corps-,PiOgfaM

n November 1965, Congress enacted the higher Education Act

(P1, 89 -329), Title V of which authorized the Teacher Corps program. This

program was an outgrowth of similar social programs initiated during the

Kennedy and Johnson pr( denies. Its purpose was primarily to train

teachers to be more effective in teaching children in low-income areas of

our country. In Oct6ber 1976, the authorization tbr the Teacher Corps

program was amended. like statemen purpose for the Teacher Corps program

under this authorization states: J

\ 4

The purpose of this part [the Teacher Corps program), is to
strengthen the educational opportunities available to children in
areas having concentrations of low-income fAilies and to
encourage colleges and universities o broaden their programs ot
teacher preparation and to encouragel

4
institutions of higher

education and-local education agencies to improve prograds of
training and retraining for teachers, teacher aides, and other
educational personnel--

(1) attracting and training quilified teachers who will be made
available to local educational agencies for teaching in such
areas;

(2) attracting andotraining inexperienced teacher-interns who
, will be made available for teaching andinservice training

to local educational agencies in such arias in teams led by
. an experiencedteacher;

111 7 V
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*(3) attracting vOlunteera to serve as part-time tutors or tull-time
instructional assistants in programs carried out by local
educational agencies and institutions of higher education serving
such areas; ---,

.

C-
(4) attracting and training educational personnel to proviae relevant

remedial, lasic,..and secondary educational training, including
/ literacy'and communication skills for juienile delinquents,'youth

offenders, and adult criminal offenders;
11.

(5) suppOrting demonstration projects for retraining experieficed
teachers and teacher aiaes, and other 'educational personnel
serving in local educational agencies. la 94-4b2, Title 16. Part
A, Sec. 511 (a)]

With this modified statement of purpose in mina, leacher Corps

officials amended the federal regulations governing leacher Corps and

published these in the Federal Register in February 19Th. these new'

regulatiods specified four outcomes that leacher Lorps projects were to

achiebe with-the grant money they received from the federal government:

(a) An improved school climate which fosters the learning of
children tram low-income families.

(b) An improved educational personnel development system for
persons who serve or who are preparing to serve'in schools
for children of low-income families.

(c) The continuation ot educaEion 1 improvements (including
products, processes, andyractices) ,0aae as a result,of the
project, after Federal funding ends.

'(d) The adoption or adaptation of those educaekolaal improvements
by other educational agencies and institutions. ,

In addition to, these tour outcomes of the Teacher Corps program, the new

Rules and Regulatipns also stated umber of key porogram teatures that, it 0

Was thought, would enhance the abil of the projects .to ach!eve the four-

outcomes. Some ofkothese key features were:
-

(1) Edudition that is multicultural.

(2) Diagnostic/prescriptive teaching.

(3) Integrated pre- and inservice training designs.

vi



(4) Lommunityl.basea education.

'

(5) An elected community council.

(6) A representative policy board.

(7) A collaborative4ode of operation involving the associated
institutions, communities, ano other vested-interest groups.

In a further analysis of these,kUles and kegulations, the evaluation team at

SRI found many more key features than the seven listed-above. The

perspective taken by SRI during this evalu

4 Rules and Regulations could be viewed as a

Teacher Corps project. The pa ticulai k

could be interpreted as,tactics o be

four outcomes.

tion was that, as a whole, the

strategy for implementing a

features making up the strategy

d by the projects' to achieve the

The new Rules and kegulations modified the leacher Corps program
substantially. Some of the differences between the o1& program and the new

program are listed below.

New Program'

Five-year project duration

Fundi(ng of $1.2 million
per pioject

IncorporAtes a full feeder
system of schools

Concerned with t

all school per nel
.

.

s the community along'
local education'
LA) and an institu-
ighei education

in bhe planning and
opefation of the project

ing of

p

Old Program

Two-year project duration

Funding $0.25 million
per project

11.

Used only one school

Concerned with training of
teachers and, interns only

Only lid. and LtA involved in
planning and operation of the
project

vii



New Program
04

The program is service
oriented, but includes'
demonstration/dissemination
and institutionalization
as additional outcomes

Old Program

Was mainly a service-oriented
program directed, toward teacher
education

The changes in the federal Rules and kegulations governing leacher

Corps caused theprogram at the local level to be quite different from what

it had been in previous cycles. A typical leacher corps project tunded

under thednew Rules'and kegulations spent its first year in planning its

particular program-. During this first year, a community council was 0

elected,,collaborative arrangements were established between the LtA,

and community, and-the four major Koss of leacher Corps were restated in
IP

terms of local conditio and local neeas. About b months into the first

year, projects were required -to-submit-their continuation proposals for the

second year of operation. These proposals were to contain the specific

'objectives, a description.of the community council elections, and other

activities that occurred during the planning year. ,boon atter the

submission of the continuation proposal, many projects recruited a

teacher-infern-team leader and four interns to receive training. The team

leader was tne per-i-Mm-wftegenerally was in charge of monitoring and setting

up the program for the training of the interns. the project then sent these

people to-the Corps Member 'raining' Institute (C1i11).

Starting with the second year of the leacher Corps project, training

was conducted for all educational personnel in the feeder system'of schools

selected to participate in the'project. The training programs planned

during the first year were put into action miring the second and third

years, which are termed the werational phase of the project. In addition,

the preservice training for the leacher Cbrps inVOrns was sac) begun at the

beginning of the second year. The intern training consisted primarily of

coursework taken at the lht, classroom experience in the leacher Lorp's

viii
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schools, and a community component that required the interns to become more'

aware of the importance of the community in 'the education process. The

training for educational personnel in the leacher Corps schools (including

principals, teachers, aides, ana others who deal with children in the

schools) generally involved the assessment of the needs within the scnools

(conducted durinc,,the first year), the translation of these needs into

objectives and goals for training, and the implementation,of training"

sessions designed *to achieve these objectives and goals. The training

prOgram for the interns was to 'have been finished by the ena of the third

year, at which point the interns would have received a master's aegree ana

would also have been certified.

The SKI study covers only the first 3 years of the 5-yeaf program. The

fourth and fifth years of each project's life were to have been devoted to

dissemination of project. products and to' the institutionalization of

successful practices, developed by the project. Because of feGeral funding

t4erminatioa, the program 'ends in July 1982. Program 78 thus ends atter only

4 years of the intended 5-year cycle, and Program 79, afte/3 years.

-

The administrative structure of a leacher Corps project did not change

much over 3 years. A policy board was established at the beginning of the

planniig year to oversee all project activities. lhis
,
policy boail

consisted of the superintendent of schools from the LEA, the dean of the
(

school of education in the THE, and the elected community council

chairperson. The typical project included other persons on this policy

board (e.g., the project director and the team leader) to keep the board

informed of project activities ana to make recommendations for future

courses of action. The elected community councilwas consulted on all

community activities that were planned under the project. The ultimate

responsibility for carrying out the leacher Corpp project rested with the

project director, who frequently consulted with the policy board members on

decisions regarding project direction ands expenditure of project funds.-
.

I
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Specifications for the National Evaluation

Concurrent with the development of new Rules and Regulations for

leacher Corps, the specifications for a nationil evaluatiori of this nest

program were being created. In the summer of'19,77, an evaluation task force

was charged with developing a design for such an evaluation. Ihe results of

this task force repOrt set the direction for the preparation of a request

for proposal issued in June 1978.

The task force .recommended that 4 8-year evaluation be conducted by an

independent evaluator .selected through a competitive RFP. Subsequently,

this requirement-was modified to a 5-year period, whicn included three, -

phases of.the evaluation. The first phase covAed the tirst year ot the

evaluation and was considered a planning,phase, yherein the study design

would be finalized and instruments created to collect baseline information.

The second phase covered the next 2 years ot the evalua'ion and was

basically considered a data collection phase, in which intensive cross-Ste

observations and local documentation would be collected in the local

projects. An-option was provided for the tunding of phase three (fox fears

4 and 5 ot the evaluation), which would allow some additional data
.

collection and analysis, synthesis, and reporting of the major results ot

the study. 4

1 .

In addition tothis trasic study schedule, two additional special
.e*

studies were requested ixf/the RFP. Special,Study i, to be conducted within
/1

the first 18 months ot the contract, was focused on the issues ot

collaboration and multicultural education. Special Study-II, also to-be

conducted within the tirst 18 months of the project, focused its ettorts on

institutionalization of project practices in ttie institutions associated

'with the Teacher Corps program.

(

x-
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e SRI Evaluation Des' n

- .

4

The evaluation design proposed by SKI in the summer of 1978 consisted
of multiple Substudies of different aspects ot/the Teacher,Corps program, a
4special policy monitoring activity, and the two special studies on
collaboration and multicultural educastion and on instiationalization.
There were thiee. overarching goals of the evaluation;

(1) To describe the leacher Corps program as it existed in the field.
and dedcribe thestrategies used by local projects to implement
fhe Teacher Corps guidelines'

'

(2) -To assess program outcomes in a time-series fashion over the
__cou&aeo_t_thepzoject"-s44S-ereterred-to tre-wmatysit-plAh as
assessing the "itipacts" ot-leacher Corps.

(3) Tostescribe and assess the efficacy of the 'processes,used to
achieve tile outcomes--in other words, the implementation practices
associated04th particular program outcomes or impacts.

.
- .

.

'multiple methodologies were employed to study the issues aescribedin

the evaluation's RFP. Both4quantitative and qualitative methods were used
to collect data on Teacher Corps processes and outcomes. Qualitative data

sources included local project documentation, tase-study interviews,

open-ended'questionnaires, and structured interviews. Quantitative data

sources included self-report questionnaires ibliled to local project'

par0.cipants% structured observations of Teacher Corps training activities
and the physical environment of Teacher Corps schools, and demographic(

questionnaires mai]ed to IhEs; LEAs, and local schcpls.

t
In the summer of 1978, 79 leacher Corps projects were funded'for the

new Program 78 5-year cycle.. In addition, in the summer of 1979, 53 Program'
79 .projects e bladed.' The scope of the evaluation was to include all 132
Teacher Cor p ojects funded in the two cohorts. qsing a stratified random
sampling pro edure, Ski selected 30 projects for in-depth study. Addition-

ally, smaller case-study samples were selected for special purposes.
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As a result of the first year of the program evaluation, a Project

Guide.to the Teacher,Corps Program,Evaluation was prepared by SRI. -This 4

guide summarized the desigd activities that took place d ring that first.

year.:These guides were distributed to all Teacher Corps project directors,

deans, superintendents; and principals of 1pcal schools.' lbe Project Guide

described the operational plans for the evaluation over the remaining 4,- -

/

years Igiven that the additional 47year option would be exercised); it also \,,_)

described the instrumentation, sampling -designs, and evaluation issues to be.

addressed. A reaction panel cREAP) was also formed duting the first year to

act as an advisory group to the evaluation teed.

During the second and third years of the evaluation, SRI conducted site

visits to cbllect-information for the substudies described above,

administered questionnaires to various role groups within each project, and

conducted casestudy visits to selected projects. An interim annual report,

submitted in October 1980, presepted the evaluation's initial descriptive

information on the Teacher Corps pipgram.
a

The interim annual, report summarized information collected during the

planning year in Program 78 projects. This included the biinging together'

of, the IHE and the LEA, and the involvement of school personnel and the

community.. A chapter on the initial description of staff development

activities was also inc140ed.

The final report was prepared in the fall of 1981 and submitted in

January 1982. The final report included three pieces of work: a study of

how the Teacher Corps guidelines were implemented in the local -projects, a

study of the degree to which'Teacher Corps.practices were institutionalized
,

in the IHEs, and a preliminaiy report on the characteristics and

effectiveness of the staff, development programs oreateein the Teacher Corps

projects. %

4 xii
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During th rse of 'the evaluation, certain changes in the ,leacher

:::iCorps program it necessary far SRI to have the flexibility-to adapt to
the changing conditions. For example, our initial conception of the effects

Aloof a staff development program was observable behavior change on the part of
the teachers. After our first round of site-visitv, we found that many

projects did not emphiliee behavior change, but rather attitude change which-

may or may not be apparent in the teachers' observed behavior. Because of

this initial finding, we had to modify our design to reflect more what was

occurring in the projects. In the summer of 1980, a new director of Teacher- . .

Corps was named, Dr. John Minor. Dr. Minor had felt that more'emphasis

should be given-to exceptionality, multicultural, 'and, community -based

education. As a result, SRI, modified some a4ects a* the evaluation design

to be more wsitive to these issues'.

Throughout the course of the evaluation, SRI monitored congressional

policy concerns. One issue was repeatedly mentioned by congressional

staffers, 'and that was whether Teacher Corps was duplicating the efforts of

other education programs. In an attempt to shed tight on this issue, SkI

'modified the interview and documentaton procedures to collect information

about other education programs existing at the local site, and their

jrelationshjp to the Teacher Corps project.

These adaptations to changing conditions and concerns were accomplished

though a continual monitoring of evaluation issues and through interactions

with the project officer, the Teacher Corps Washington staff, and the

evaluation's reaction panel. Although SRI received much useful advice and

many suggestions for the design 'Of the evaluation, the results and

recommendations provided in the final report are the sole responsibility of

SRI and no official endorsement by any agency in the Department of Educaton

is implied or should be inferred.
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I INTRODUCTION TO THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT STUDY
IN THE TEACHER CORPS PROGRAM EVALUATION

In'August 1978, SRI International;was awarded a 3,-year contract to
- conduct a national evaluation of the Teacher Corps Program. The training

study,proposed to describe the educational programs set up for teacher

training (both preservice and instrvice) and the delivery systems used to

convfy the content of the educational programs to the participants in the

training.

During the first year of the evalultion, site visits were made to a few

Teacher Corps projects and the SRI research team refined the study design.

Neai the end of the first year, in May' 1979, a meeting of the members of a

(reaction panel (REAP) was heldto critique the study design. Comments

received during this meeting led to some revisions in the instrumentation'

'for the training study.

During the 1979-80 school year,, data collection activities occurred.

These included two site -visits to each sampled* Teacher Corps project, the

adainistration of a self-report questionnaire, and the submission of

documentation forms from the local Teacher Corps projects. The data

.collecteddniing this time were incorporated in the interim annual report

,i.submitted 'to the Office OfProgram Evaluation in October, 1980:

There were 30 Teacher Corps projects selected to be included in the basic
SRI evaluation sample--20 projects from Progran 78; and 10 projects from
Program 79'. The projects were representatively selected based on prior ' 1

prbject Teacher-Corps experience, urbanization, and dominance of the IHE/LEA.

1
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Comments were received'on the October 1980 report, and these comments

suggested that substantial revisions needed to be Made'in the .design(;of the

. training study' For example, one consultant to the evaluation felt that the

.4,4
information-collected during 1979-80 was too highly oriented toward delivery

systems, and wastoo highly structured (in terms of response categories) to

give a representative picture of each project's staff development program.
4

Accordingly, the training study design was-revised,and the study was

renamed the staff development study. This study-was designed to collect a

combination of more open-ended information about staff development, and the

more structured information about particular training events and the
1

evaluation of these events. The new design gave equal weight to the content

of the staff development program and to tie delivery systems used to convey
.

the content. -The analysis were also reconceptualized.

, .

The staff developmedt study design (January, 1980 proposed to

investigate all aspects of Teacher Corps_training, focusing on both Program

78 and Program 79 Teacher Corps projects. The study encompassed training

for interns, teachers, principals, other local sAhool personnel, community

members, and faculty from the IHE. The study was to extend to August 1983,

in order 'to follow-up on the interns, as well as to 'look at the continuance

of training programs and the longer term impactsfof this training.

Data collection according to

1980, and extended to April 181.

curtail the evaluation at the end

the new design began in the winter.of

In April, 1981, the government decided-to

of the third year (November No. Due to

this shortened time period, a fu.11 analysis of all data collected as part of

the staff` development study was not able to be done.

In an effort to be responsive to the government's request for whatever

information on staff development SRI could provide, this technical status

report ow'staff development has been prepared. We report here only, on the

- staff development of teachers in Program 78 Teacher Corps projects. Thus,

2



training id Program 79 projects, as well as all training o,f interns,

principals, other local school personnel, community, and IRE faculty, are no

longer included in the staff development study. In addition, only one of 5

sets of data is drawn upon.to describe tenative findings.

This report first describes the reconceptualized staff' development

study that was necessary in order to narrow the task and make reporting

feasible within the budget limits. We present the data sources and

hypotheses related to staff development. Tentative findings basied on a

preliminary analysis of documentation data collected in 1980-1981,ere then

presented.

I
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DATA SOURCES AND HYPOTHESSS

The staff deVelopment study centers on the professional development. .

activities provided teachers in the Program 78 Teacher Corps projetts. One

of the ajoepurposes of the Teacher Corps projects was to have local school
.

kistripts-and college work together to improve the professional development

'programs in t local schools serving children from low income' families.

This report r(ports on the characteriatici and effgctiveness of the staff.
Jdevelopment programs created by these Teacher Corps projects.

In this report, we will focus on four major issues:

The impact of 'the federal Rules and Regulations on staff

development programs.

The, implementation pi staff development programs in the local

schools.

The contributions of Teacher Corps to the local education agency's-
,

(LEA's) personnel development system.

The impacts of Teacher Corps staff development programs on the

institutes of higher education (IHEs).

This section first describes the available data on staff development

and our tentative hypotheses regarding effective staff development practices..

5
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Data'Sources 4

Data for the study of staff development come from five major sources:

interviews, sell-report questionnaires, demographic'questionnaires, training

logs, and documentation essays. The data were collected' during the.179-

and 1980-81 school years in the 20 sampled, Program, 78 Teacher Corps

projects*. Although the findings. presented in section III are derived from

the documentation essays, data from the other sources, especially the

interviews, were used as a check on the findings-generated from

documentation. A formal analysis of these other data sources was not done

due to budget constraints. We next turn to a brief discussion of these data

__salvoes.

Interviews

During.the 1979-80 school year, each of the 20 sampled Program 78

Teacher Corps projects was visited twice to conduct face-to-face

interviews; These interviews were designed primarily to obtain information

about the staff development programs, but a so'included questions about

school climate.

'The " seline" interview (conducted in the winter of 1979-80) examined

the start of the staff development programs. In particular, wp obtained

infotmatio concerning the identification of training objectives, the

process of needs assessment and planning, and the type of training which had

existed prior to the presence of Teacher Corps. The "training" interview

(conducted in the spring of 1980} focused on describing the training offered

by Teacher Corps, and the participants initial evaluation of that training.

r

Some of these data were collected from a greater number of projects.
However, thii study focuses primarily on the 20 sampled Program 78
projects.
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A third site visit was made to the 20 Program 78 projects in Spring

1981 using newly developed interviews. These "implementation" interviews

focused on the implementation of tft training program, the participation in

traiding, as well as the perceived effectiveness of that.. training.
1

For all three sets of interviews, individuals from seven role groups in

each project responded: the project directol? the team leader, three. \

principals, six teachers, the four interns, two IHE faculty members, and the

community council chairperson. The number of persons interviewed varied

slightly over time because of attrition. However, we generally interviewed

the gime individuals on each visit to a particular project.

Self-Report Questionnaires

'Self-report questionnaires were mailed to project participants on three\

occasions: the spring of 1980, fall of 1980, and the spring of 1981. In

each project, the questionnaires wele mailed to the following individuals:

the project director, the team leader,-the project documenter, the LEA

superintendent, the dean of the IHE college of education, the four interns,

four school principals, six teachers from each of four project schools (24

teachers in all), the community council chairperson, and 20Z of the IHE

faculty members involved in the Teacher Corps project. The respondents

included all the individuals interviewed.

On ,the questionnaire, information was sought concerning the

effectiveness of the staff development program for teachers. In addition,

questions were asked about the respondents' participation in training, their

satisfaction with the training, and whether they thought the Teacher Corps

staff development program was an improvement over past inservice offerings.

7
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Demographic Qvestionniires

Demographic information was obtained in each Teacher Corps project from

the' IHE, the .LEA,. and the participating school*, Each of these

organizations received a demographic questionnaire in-early 1980. The IHE

demographic items were designed to obtain general informaton on the schoo

of education, school of education experience in teacher training, faculty

population data, and student population data. The LEA demographic items

obtained information on the physical size, location, and composition of all

, the schools in the district; the number and assignments of school and

administrative personnel; student population characteristics; and prior

Teacher Corps involvement. The school demOgraphic items sought information

on faculty characteristics, school population characteristics, and prior

Teacher Corps involvement.

Training Logs

The training logs were a self-reporting instrument devised by SRI to

enable a project to record the training events occurring in the project.

Local project documenters (or a comparable person) recorded each training

event on a separate form and submitted these forma on a monthly basis to SRI

during the 1979-80 and 1980-81 school years. For each training event, the

documehter recorded the type of training event (course, workshop,

conference, etc.), the objective of the event, 'the identity of the trainers

and the trainees, the incentives for participation, and the time and place

ok'the event. Categories for these dimensions were prespecified, and the

documentere only had ko check boxes or record numbers of people. In order

to verify this information, prior to the third site visit the SRI site

visitors created a list of training events derived from these training logs

and ntheraources. During the site visit, the list of training events was

verified, and corrected if necessary by the Teacher Corps project director.

8



Documentation Essays

t

Local project documenters were asked to submit documentatio aye to

SRI on a quarterly basis during the 1979-80,and 19804-81 ac ears.

Questions posed by SRI during Quarters 3 and 5 are direc y relevant to

staff development. Documentation essays from qUarters 1, 2, .4, and 6 were

summarized and reported in "Framework for Local Action: Lessons from

Implementingethe Teacher Corps Guidelines, Volumes 1 and 2," Beers, et al,

January 1982.

In Quarter 3, the documentation topic was "Propositions Regarding

Training/Teaching." The Rules and Regulations governing the Teacher Corps

Progrim specify a number of key features that projects were to incorporate

into the design of their activities. Four key features were identified by

SRI as being directly.relevant to staff development: the use of field-based,

and community-based training, the integiation of preservice and inservice

training, the.use of multicultural education approaches, and the use of a

diagnostic/ prescriptive teaching approach. The documenters were asked to

agree or disagree wiith the propositions that those key features were useful

for their staff development programs, and to explain their responses

ppendix A). These essays were received from the.Program 78 Teacher Corps

proorcts.
A°

In Quarter 5, the documentation centered on the inservice training of

local school teachers. Three topics were addressed: the primary focus of

the inservice training system,(including the objectives and goals of the

inservice program), the strategy or general approach to inservice training,

and how the Teacher Corps project contributed to an improved educational

personnel development system (Appendix B). The last topic concerned

improvements that hid already taken place, rather than'hoped-for or

potential improvements. These essays were completed by 31 Teacher Corps

projects out of 49 (both Progiilai78 and Program 79) sent the essay

assignment. Ali 20 pro'ects in the basic Prpgram 78 sample (described

pteviously) were sent this essay assignment.

9
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Hypttteses,

-

The evaluation of leacher Corps staff development programs and, the

creation of-the documentation essay assignments were guided by hypotheses

concerning effecliim approaches to staff development and the improvement of

educational personnel development systems: The hypotheses guiding this

study were derived from three urces. First, the Rules and Regulations

governing the Teachei Corps Pro am have been viewed by the SRI evaluation

team asvA_Urategy for the implementation of a Teacher Corps project.

Specific key features in these Rules and Regulations. can be seen as tactics

within the overall,strategy. Four of the key.features,(mentioned earlier in

the discussion of the Qua ter 3 documentation essay) pertain directly to

staff development program . Our hypothesis regarding these key features is

that implementation of these four key features will lead to an improved

educational personnel development system; this improvement is one of the

basic outcomes to be achieved by a Teacher Corps project. Furthermore, it

is hypothesized-that the better these features are implemented, the more

improved the staff development program will be.

A second source of hypotheses is literature on the inservice training

of teachers. A primary source was a collection of writings on inservice

training of teachers edited by Louis Rubin (1978), entitledThe Inservice

Education of Teachers. Two articles were particularly useful for hypothesis

geheration. The first is by Charles Speiker entitled "Do Staff Development-

Practices Make a Difference?" (Rubin, 1978). Speiker reviewsi research on

steff development and makes statements about practices associated with

effective staff development programs. These statements can be viewed as

hypotheses to be verified in the study of Teacher Corps. Some examples of

these hypotheses include:

. More'effective staff development programs have differentiated
training for different leachers (ite. individualized programs)

. More effective-staff development programs put' the teacher in an
"active" role (constructing,and'generating materials, ideas and
behaviors). .

10
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More effective Staff development programs emphasize demonstr tions, .

supervised trials, and feedback, rather than expecting teac rs- to,
store up ideas for future use.

. More effective staff development programs have the teachers choose
goals and activities for themselves rather than having goals and
activities prescribed 'for them.

/?'

In anther article entitled Some Postulates and ,Principles on the

Continuing Professional Education of Teachers" (kubin, 1978), Rubin lists 87

postulates and principles he believes to be important in staff development.

'Some of these are not able to be tested; how ver, many of- these. can bel
addressed within the cdntext of SRI's1evaluation of Teacher Corps. .,,Seited

in terms of hypotheses to be tested, some examples are:

. More effective staff development,progrAams make use of actual
teaching situations involving students!'

. More effective staff development programs give teachers feedback one
their professional growth.

. MOre effective staff development programs allow teachers' the
opportunity, -to practice new skills in their regular teaching.

. More effective staff.develoPment programs have teachers participate
inn the governance 0, their own professional growth.

r
A 'third source of hypotheses is SRI staff experiehces in evaluating the

Teacher Corps Program. These hypotheses were derived from Site visits in

Teacher arps projects and from discussions with the Teacher Corps project'

staff, most notably 'the project.directore. Some of these, hypotheses include:

. The more that projects conduct needs assessments and direct training
efforts at the school building-level (instead of district-wide)tthe
higher the participation in staff develdOmeht programs.

. The more that training activities are conducted in the teacher's
workplace (i.e. the classroom), the higher the ratings of usefulness
and satisfaction.

. The more that training activities are individualized and include
fellow-up sessions to see that the recommendations are being used
correctly, the more. likely that teachers will rate the activities
useful.

11
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The more that staff development programs have the active support of

the school principal, the higher the participation mnd satisfaction
of teachers.

The more that staff development programs create school-level
plinning committees which include teachers, the principal and other
school; personnel, the greater the participation and ratings of

satisfaction.

The. more that Teadher Corps project directors are visible in the

schoold and act as "resource brokers" (i,e., they identify resources

at the IH that fit with the deeds of the local schools), the more
easily staff development programs are established, and the more

effective the programs.

The next section discusses preliminary finding's based on the

documentation essays. These-findings relate mainly to the hypotheses

generated from the Teacher Corps Rules and Regulations.

L
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III TENTATIVE FINDINGS

. The findings included in this technical status report must be

A considered. tentative st this time, alyses of all the data sources listed

in the previous section are not completed; however, one data source, the

documentation essays, has been summarized. Findings presented in this

section are derived from the documentation essays.* The Quarter 3

documentlition essays address hypotheses that pertain to the key features in

the Rules and Regulations (See Appendix A). The Quarter 5 documentation

essays provide findings on the contributions of Teacher Corps to an improved

educational professlonal'development'system (See Appendix B).

Quarter 3 Documentation

The following summary reflects the major themes Quarter 3

1 documentation essay*, written by documenters in Program 78 projects toward

the end of ale projects' first operational year (second year of project

grant). Essays were due May 31, 1980; most were writtert_in Nay or June.

Though ostensibly about the effectiveness of four key features of the

Rules and Regulations as "implementation tactics," the essays are more

usefully'regarded as statements about the way each provision was

*
These essays included information on the training of teachers, interns,
and other personnel. These preliminary analyses do not separate out the
training of teachers from other training.
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interpreted, and the basis for its perceived value to the project. This

summary is consequently organized around these dimensions. The four

features include:

(1) Field-based and comMunity-based training

(2) Integrated preservice and inservice training

(3) Training in multicultural education

(4,) Training in diagnostic/prescriptive teaching:

These four features can be grouped into two sets, those-dealing with the

training process or strategy (1 & 2) and those dealing with the subject

focus of training (3 & 4). A fifth key feature--the teacher-intern

team--was not listed in the essay assignment, but frequently alluded to in

the essays. Patterns relating to the intern team are included in the

process section.

Of the 79 Program 78 projects, 54 returned essays for Quarter 3--in

other words, an overall response rate of 68%.. A check of responding

projects by category of project (that is, as defined by major design

variables) indicated little obvious distortion due to systematic nonresponse

(see Table 1). Between three-fifths and four-fifths of most project

categories responded, with the exception oil!puth Advocacy piojeCts that

were undetrepresented and Beginning Rural projects that were completely

represented.

r
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Table 1

Ouimar 3 ESSAY: PROGRAM 78 RESPONSE RATES

[Ay Design Variable]

I lb

Regular Projects (Including Projects With Incomplete Feeder Systems)

Rural

BeRinning Continuing

100%* '71%*

*(5) (7)

Semiurban 71% 752
(7) *(8)

Urban 60% 67%
(5) (27)

Special Projects

"Youth Advocacy 38%
(8)

Native American 712

(7)

Outsfide.U.S. 80%

(5)

*
Cell I responding; number in parentheses is total cell n.

r
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General Policy Findings '"

Certain themes running through this essay set pertain to issues of

policy potentially addressed by the study. These themes and issues will be

briefly summarized here. Documentary evidence for these assertions appear

later in the summary. However, .some of what follows is speculative; the

essays of'thiI set are far from providing.convincing evidence on any of the

issues. Other data sources will be required to substantiate these

assertions more fully.

I. Ho' flexible are the Rules and Regulations pertaining to training

process and content? Do they successfully balance guidance with respect for

local differences and interests? The four key features ofthe Rules and

Regulations discussed in these essays were given a wide range of meanings by

different projects. Whil% noting the ambiguity, few projects advocated

clearer federal definitiOns of the four requirements, although help was

sometimes wanted to aid the process of defining or implementing them (for

example, multiculturil education). The ambiguity of language appears to

have produced a healthy range of interpretations and local efforts.

2. Dp the training process and content provisions of the Rules and

Reigulations,contradict one another or-get in each other's'way? This.is not

so in principle, but in some cases this appears to have happened, to the

extent that field-based training emphasizing locally defined needs may h

led to deemphasis en isulticultural4mducation or diagnostic/prescriptive

teaching, because there were no clear local priorities. More often than

not, however, these were local priorities (probably a selection effeCt of

the competitive grants process, in part). Projects seem to ha've resolved

any inconsistencies by strategically ignoring or meeting content

requirements in a pro forma way (for example, one workshop on a

multicultural topic).

3. How important or valuable are the four training requirements

across the full range of prolectsas seen_from the projects' point of view?

-4i
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(a)' Pield-'based and Community-based Training

Depending on hom these two terms were defined, they were

generally seen as very important, because of increased access

to training opportunities (especially important in rural

Cites), training fneused more on problems of practical
r

teaching and specific schools, and training that took account

of the way teachers grew and learned. Projects tended to

value community-based training less consistently, and

,struggled more to define the conc pt. Though there were

i
striking examples of apparently e fective community-based

training, there was much reported frustration, more so where

the requirement was interpreted to mean community, education,
%

and less so where the arm meant a field setting for intern
.,,

training.

(b) Integrated Preservice and Inservice Training

This cqncept was more difficult for most projects to

translate into aetion,than the field -based training

0

requirement. Narrower interPre itions included side-by-side

participation of interns and in rvice teachers-in workshops

. or, in some cases, in the intern program itself., Such

project's appeared to value integrated rearrangements more for

their contribution to interns' field experience than for
Ark

anything else. In other projects, where integral
.

arrangements were defined as a process of "mutual learning"

through extensive, interaction between interns and inservice

teachers, the requirement was highly valued. Many, projects
4?

noted the substantial differences in preiervice and inservice
0

training'needs,'while assertipg that kong -range imirovements'

in\the IRE approaches to both might result fr...9s project
,..

efforts.
1



(c) Training in Multicultural Education

This appears to be a particularly elusive, difficult and

emotion-charged concept to translate into action, but many

projects appear to value it.highly, at least rhetorically.

The requirement seemed to be more vigorously implemented and

valued in culturally diverse projects or in those with a

strong nonmainftream cultural tradition (for example, in

Native American projects). A number of projects expressed

the need for outside assistece in this area.

(41). Training in Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teaching Approaches

Reflecting divisions among praessiosal educators, projects

interpreted this requirement either in behavioristic' terms

(that ia, a clinical competency-based approach) or more

humanistic terms (that is, oriented towards individual

learner differences). While there was general support for

the idea, defined in either way, 'many "practical difficulties

wed% noted, especially in those projects emphasizing/

elaborate record-keeping tnd diagnostic testing. The

experience of projects to date raises certain, questions about

the feasibility of'the requirement, despite some strong'

examples of effective-application.

4. What do the essays indicate regarding the federal role as guide or

support for implementation efforts in these areas? The essays say

relatively little ahputthis question, no were'documenters asked directly

about this. Reading between tl!Flinea, there were periodic calls for a

federal support role, especially with reference to multicultural education.

to,
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Training Process and Strategy Findings-,,

The Rules and Regulations required projects to design training that was

"primarily field-based and carried out in the community served by the

project", and involved "the provision of preservice and inservice training

as in integral process" within ,n improved, educational personnel development

system. Projects interpreted these requirements in remarkably different
4ways. In a sense, the meaning attribdted-to each determined to a degree the

value projects foun9in each requirement and the nature of problems they

encountered. In many projects, "field- based" and "community-based" training

were considered to be separate requirements and-will be discussed separately

below. In_other cases, documenters wrote about field-based and community-

based training as one thing, implying for stating) that the low-income

community was an added dimension to the field setting.

I

Field-BasetTraining

.

The Meani s of Field-Based Traini --The meanings of field-based

training fall on a continuum between tho e,projects in which little changed
i

in the IHE's approach to training excep the location and those in which the

new locus of training activities refle ed profound differences in content,, ._
attitudes, and manner of delivering training. At the one end of the

continuum ii places where 'only the1 location of training chanjok'documenters
.

.

'stressed the convenience and access to training--no small matter in man of

1
/4

the rural sites--as seen in the following 'excerpt from a rural site in he

south:*

Our project site is in a rural community and with the price of
gasoline skyrocketing, it is difficult for'interested.persons to
travel 45 miles to the university. It has been convenient in
terms of time; teachers and interns could leave one classroom

Kr ;le

*
All essay excerpts have been edited to preserve project anonymity.



where they teach children and go to another classroom where a
professor is waiting to teach the teachers. We have also gained
released time for teacher aides to attend a workshop within the
school yith consultants from the IRE.

A large portion of projects, approximately a third, mentioned this

aspect of field-based training. But changing the location could often carry

with it other meanings, not necessarily apparent to the trainers when they

started their activities. From an urban project in the Midwest, the

documenter noted:

ft

We simply moved the training environment from the university
setting into the public schools.

I have identified the following. attributes that resulted from this
environmental change..

.

(1) Holding claises in the public schools rather than at the
university made it more convenient for teachers and community
representatives to attend. The classes are held at times
identified by participants as being most convenient, usuallyuilly
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.-

(2) The change in environment also removed the instructor from
his/her "turf," which appeared to have postive effects on
their relationships with students. They tended to be more
flexible and responsive to the needs of the students.

(3) Although the clasi enrollment, was diversified, including

elementary and secondary teachers, community representatives
and preservice interns, there was also homogeneity...in that all
participants were involved in,the,Tiacher Corps project. This
-tended to create group security and assertiveness in forcing
the instructor to respond to the expressed needs of the

.

, students. The results appeared to reflect a practical
application of the course content.

The subtle changes in attitude ef instructors and the prkotical orientation

`of training reflected important shifts in the IHEapp;:aSch.

The second meaning cif field-based training was that it took locally

expressed problems and needs aStheorganizing principle for training

activities. The most common form of this involved elaborate needs

assesement\surveys during the developmental year as the basis for planning

O
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and offering university courses tailored to local needs, as descilibed by a

documenter in a project in a western Lty:

From the outset of Our project, field -based has characterised our
educational development system. During Year 1, the Inservice
Council, two-thirds of whom were district and community personnel,
canvassed teachers and administrators at the four target schools to
determine thiir'perceived needs for staff development. Based on
this survey, the,ISC planned three courses for staff' development.

During Year 2, course participants and university instructors
planned specific activities within the ISC planning framework.
Each class session was evaluated by participants for relevancy of
objectives, attainment of objectives, and degree of involvement.
As new needs and interests were/revealed by tpis feedback, courses
were modified.. During the spring quarter of this second year
(1979-80), about 40 people were involved, primarily from the target

_schools. General feedback has indicated-that course participants
feel that they "owe'the-courses.

A third meaning of field -based training, suggested by a few essays,

referred more to the piocess by which teachers learned, especially with

reference to the interns. One project spoke of the field-based training as

a necessary component of any training:

...By taking participants from a level of awareness to a level of
application and problem solvDng, experiential learning is a goal
foi teaching in our project.... It must be molded. It is
understanding at a high level,

Direct experience of school conditions immersed interns in the practical

reality of teaching lorincomme students. Ho4ever, the experience was not

necessarily positive for all trainees and as a consequence could be seen as

mixed blessing.; One documenter, whose project operated in a large, urban

setting'in the Northeast, explained how:"
Some interns, for example, had difficulty accepting some school
conditions and teacher styles, and at least one of thee found
coursework at the college more beneficial this first year. It is
gossible that interns may assess their early experiences

21
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differently at a later stage in their programs. The transition

from student status (usually accompanied by feelings of
identification with children) to teacher status (and identification

with educators working out difficulties in a complex setting) is

neither an easy nor a quick one. It is even possible that a

placement in atdifferent betting would serve a comparative

purpose. Such a possibility widens the interpretation of field-

based training, but in no wpy negates the idea that effectiveness

is enhanced by learning based on experiences in the reality of the

school and community.

Obviously, the language of the Rules and Regulations left considerable

room for t terpretation of field-based training. Some projects felt

'a ambig ity was counterproductive, as suggested by the following

observation of a documenter in an extracontinental U.S. project:

Depending on the point of view of persons in decisionmaking-
positions, field-basedness can mean anything from regular college

courses given by regular instructore.who simply meet with the

class in a classroom in the public schools to user-initiated and

user - driven programs which are developed by the participants to

meet their. perceived needs without any guidelines or requirements

from institutions of higher education. Most definitions fall

somewhere between these two. Wfile some flexibility is necessary

in order to fit comfortably into local situations, the regulations

need to be more explicit in precisely what is meant by field-based

and community-based training. Even literature disseminated is

contradictory. If those who develop regulations know what they

mean, they should tell us. If they don't, they need to develop a

definition soon.

However, this view appears to reflect a minority view. The rich variety of

interpretations, apparently suited to diverse local conditions, seems to be

a productive outcome in most cases of local initiatbm interacting with a

flexible federal mandate.

The Value of Field-Based TrainingAs most of the preceding essay

excerpts suggest, the notion of basing training activity in the field,
, ...,

however defined, was highly valued by most projects. (Self-selection and

i
the competitive grant rocess have, no doubt, contributed much to this

fact.) But projects v ried with respect to-the kinds of value they found in

this feature of the program. ;:ss'
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_Depeomiing. on the meaning given field-based training, different benefits

were thought to result: (1) In those cases where altered location of IHE

services was the primary meaning, convenience and access were stressed, and

a number of projects cited increased attendance; (2) In those cases where

building the content of training around local needs was stressed, training

was thought to encourage practical application as well as the solution of

particular eduiational problems in project schools; and (3) Those projects

with more of a focus ou the experiential learning process tended to

emphasize teachers' growth and the superior way in which teaching skills

become internalized.

The value of field-based training depends as welt on who experiences

the benefits. Essays suggest different kinds of benefits for varioul role

groups. Although in principle all role groups could benefit from
(

fieldlbased approaches, essays tended to single out one or another.

First, from the point orview of inservice teachers, training

opportunities came to them, as well as increased resources for handling the

many problems they faced in their everyday teaching. For some, especially

those in isolated settings, the increased feasibility of proving
o

credentials was a positive value. A two -sided proc s of commitment seemed

to characterize those. Clearly, where teachers were involved in planning

tnservice activities, or at least contributed to designing them through

needs assessment processes, there was often an increased sense of

"ownership" on the teachers' part. Many essays referryd to this but

alongside this was an increased belief on the part of teachers that the IHE

training personnel would for couldigisten to their needs and had something

to offer. One documenter from a southern Youth Advocacy project noted thip,

and the fact that such credibility comes sldVly:

The educational community is only now beginning to-realize the
intense needs for proximity and involvement with the clients who
are to be trained. In addition,-the realization that the task is
expanding in need, scope, and sequence is becoming obvious. Thus,
we need'everyone. But we must also be patient enough to remain in
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the field until our clients believe us, though costly it may

sometimes seem--initially. We should not place ourselves in the
midst'of our clients, only to be recalled when the numbers do not
swell--"in a hurry" (as was the-case in this project). Patience

an determination are musts. It takes time--I think- -for our
IP clients (and potential clients) to believe that we want1to be

field-based...and that we are truly there in a supportive and

collegial' stance.

Second, from the point of view of preservice trainees (interns), the

field-based approach was generally described as an excellent opportunity for

interns to prepare for the practical craft of teaching, in addition to

becoming sensitive to the kinds of communities in which they were teaching.

One documenter in an eastern, urban project captuld the spirit of many

essays well:

The interns profit immensely from the field-based and community -

based training that they receive. They have participated in a wide

,- variety of educational experiences in a real school setting over an

extended. period of time. They have worked in £he community and
with community parents in the schools; they have learned to view

the community as a resource to be utilized to improve education,

not as an impediment. It is apparent to me that the unique

opportunities available in field-based and community training

received by the interns have made them more effective and sensitive
teachers at this early stage of their professional careers than

they would otherwise have been.

Third, from the point of view of low-income schools and the communities

they serve, field-based training sttategies were seen to have ptomise, by

the few documenters who chose to comment on- this. This made training

oriented towardlocal needs, and concentrated professional and community

resources on school problems. As one documenter in a southern project put
A

it:

Even more important, under the field-based, community-based

approach to education, professional and lay people work together to

4solve local problems and from their combined effort, a sense of

mutual respect and understanding grows. Problems are grappled with,

by many people, each of whom possessed varied talents and

abilities. And under these circumstances, solutions are much more

likely to be found and implemented. One example of which our

project is particularly proud is our program development teams.
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Each site-lichool-hsva a-PDT---which -consists of the LEA principal;
Teacher Corps site coordinator, a professor from the THE and three
commu*ty council members. Reacting to the individual needs of
each ithool, the PDT seeks solutions to problems within the school
and strives to improve the overall school climate and 'curriculum.

fourth, -from the point of view of the IRE, the adoption of fiell-based

strategies was perceived to leave varying benefits, ranging from

strengthening the link between theOry and practice to the subtler "sense of

mutual respect" referred to in the preceding quote. implied by many essays

and stated by a few, the sense of mutual respect ids often missing and

constituted a major implementation problem facing field-based training, as

one documenter in a Native American project explained:

In reality they are still desirable but to a lesser degree
effective as implementation tactics because of the sometimes
thorny problems besetting implementation. A comujon reaction from
"ivory tower" professs:ts, is that courses must be watered down,
changed, and that library and research materials are unavailable
in the field. They complain that inservice teachers miss more of
ttheir classes (for usually legitimate reasons) as a result of job
and family demands than do regular on-campus studenta. Professors
feel that inservice teachers want a preponderance of nitty gritty,
"what to do on Monday morning" and dislike "wasting," as teachers'.
see it, their time on theories. Readers of transcripts see
extension or continuing education' credit beside a course and
tend to discount its value compared with'an on-campus class or
resident class for basically the reasons stated above.

On the flip side of the coin, teacher reaction is sometimes
negative saying that the courses and professors are rather rigid
and unable to adapt to a different situation and set of student
needs. They feel the professors dwell too much on theories and
spend too little time addressing the pragmatic areas of actual
instruction.

The THU' fears of lower ng standards through field-based training was

apparent in many cases an presented projects with 1 major challenge to

their legitimacy. But*the fapacity of field-based approaches to alter these_

Perceptions appears to be considerable, especially from the IHEs' point of

view. A number of essays reported change such as the following from a

.documenter in a large, northeastern, urban project:



4

We have found that bringiuj the,insiructqrs schools has

blen effective in modifying both the jarstru attitude and

our organization. IV . .

(,/

This was echoed by a previously cited comment from a project located in a

small, midwearbrnrcity:

...The change in environment also removed the instructors from'

their "turf," which appeared tom have a ositive effect on their

,relationshipi wieh'students. They tend to be more flexible and

responsive to the needs' of the azudents.

Whether these percdived values are lasting, or reflect demonstrable

outcomes (as opposed to hoped-foreffects), canl'be debated. The answer lies,-

beyond the scope of thi's essay assignient and requires assembling a larger

array of evidence from diffe nt points in.4time..
4 ,

l

,Community -Based Training

4, A

, - Where.it was distinguished from field-based training; ilrcommunity-

based training requirement generated more confusion and less consistent
0

support, attexpressed in Quarter 3 essays.

The Meanings of Community-Based Training--Once again, 'projects
0

interpreted thelangualiq and intent of the Rules and Regulations

differently., A number had trouble with the diffuseness. ofothe concept, so

much so that geviable definition of community-based training failed to

5zystallize, typified by the following documenteesoemarks from a Native

/American project:

As to community-based training, lilanssemm,to be constantly

developing but-somehWouly a very few are ever implemented.

Ytobablfy the main reason for this is the more nebulous "structure"

of the community* opposed'to the clearer structure of the

school. Another possible contributor to the lack of implemen-

tation could be the generality of proPosalguidelines in regard to

comMunity-based education.'

Ur'
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Four fundamentally different meanings for.community-based training

emerge from the essays. These meanings farl into two groups, those aimed at

community members as the recipients of training or education, and those with

direct input into the inservice and preservice training process itself.
0

First and most common, projects such as the one cited above interpreted the .

phrase to mean training for community members -- typically the community

elcouncil members, so that they could function more effectively as program

participants.

CV -,

A second broader version of community training, verging on whatiligh.t
4

' be called community education, appeared in a number of projects in the form-ft

of_comTiity involvement seminars or-other events aimed at community

pioblems or a strengthened role for community members in the'schbolr. The

-following excerpt, from an essay about a project located in an eastern city,

typified approaches tried in both urban and rural settings:
44

0

The community, also, in its training class at a local site,
features eminently practical, useful instruction. Members of the
community learn how to have a real and positive impact on their
children's education and the quality of the local schools. For
instance, they have met with the school pr.pcipals and district
.policymakers to elicit' specific information on how decisions are
made that affect their children's education. Further, they have
received training in how to be assertive, but not threatening, in
conveying their concerns to school leaders acid in seeking
change.

A number of projects designed training sequences to provide community

members with tutoring (or other) skills so that they might help more

directly In the schools.

A third meaning, again very commonly found in essays, took community-

based training to refer to substantial community input into the planning and

design of inservice or preservice teachem.training activities. Although

Quarter 3 essays do not deal comprehensively with the matter, they suggest

that'in some projects community members had considerable input into training

pro design. One Native American project in a rural setting indicated.as

such.
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If community-based training means to involve the members of the

community in.the decisionmaking processes of the program, and to
saki use of community resources in the curriculum, then we can

agree - without qualification [that community-based training is an

effective implementation tactic]. This has been an important

aspect of our project since its inception in 1970 and has provided
the strength which has made it possible for the program to survive

several political and institutional battles through the years.,

However, patterns from other essay assignments suggest that more typically,

community members played a relatively minor role in project decisionmaking,

despite good intentions and rhetoric to the contrary.

A fourth meaning of community-based training emphasized the community

as a setting and resource for-the field-based training of teachers. This

most often took the form of community activities of experiences for interns,

as suggested by the,following quote, which represents only one of many kinds

of community experiences for interns:-

The'interns learned about language development during special

training and continkted their learning by visiting on a regular

basis in the homes of 4 year olds 'Sharing.their knowledge and

repertoire of activities with the parents, and exploring the use

of these in sessions with the children.

The community was rarely described as an important.resource or-base for .

inservice training; however, some writers intimated that the gap between

school and community needed to be bridged.

These four meanings did not necessarily exclude one another. A fele

ambitious projects tried to put together community-based training of all

these kinds simultaneously. For example, a southwestern,- urban project

listed the following kinds of astivitiO as commirnity-based training:

The LEA is participating in community-based training activities

through: (1) community involvement seminars (CIS), (2) intern

training, (3) neighborhood analysis, and (4) field-based

professional development options (modules). The community component

is participating ,in field-based and aommunity-based programs
through: (1) community involvement seminars, (2) the Professional

Development Center, (3) neighborhood analysis, (4) parent and
community volunteer programs, and (5) the Parent Tutoring Program.
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The Valueof Community-Based Training--Perceptions of the value of this-

requirement spanned a'range from those who questioned its worth to those who
found it essential. Judgments were"colored'considerably by the degree to

which problems had been encountered; and these of course reflected the

interpretations gives the community7based training'requirrenf. If nothing

,else, essays are testimony to the difficulty oaf achieving meaningful

community- based training 'by any definition.

4
. .

' AOiew along dissenting voices; reflecting the difficulties of

sustaining community /parent participation, found the requirement

unimportant,.as was observedby s eumenter of a project in a large,
western cityi

Community-based education is a current educational fad, that like
many otheri, will leave little behind when it'passes.

e

Perhaps the locality of our Teacher Corps project is unique, but
we find fee parentitare interested in deep, involvement with the
issues of Teacher.Corps and the schools. This is not to say they
are unconcerned with education
in concrete and'specific ways. Att
broader issues and critical needs of

iheir children. They are, but
pts to involve them in the
education have been largely

fruitless. In other words, they are interested in Susie and
whether'or hot Mri. Cooper sees to be .a good teacher for her.
They "are ilibt interested. in integisting preservice and inservice.
We have'sponeored communifrforum series of our community
council, featuring'spaskeis such Us the superintendent of the

iip

school district and he president of the college, the 'supervisors
for curriculum iq el entary aad secondary, the new president of
the school board.. n spite of else considerable efforts and

cexpertise of our community council coordinator., who has an M.A.
in community education, rarely do more than three or four persons

_attend. ,,,,,

The four basic out es of Teacher Corps remains abstrictions to
most members of.th nity council committeeThis had a very
negative effect wile get was cut. Many community membets
wished to retainppe pher prOgramsw, while cutting back those
essential Ones tgat, upport the Teacher Corps outcomes. During
this process, it wa clear they did not see themselves as
collaborators to a ieve the basic goals, but rather. watchdogs

Obeer the budget. Unfortunately, this Stance has been encouraged .

by some speakers heard by community council members.at national
Agr regfbnal meet ngs.

. %

.'N
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But others were as adamant about the importance of such efforts and met

with less frustrating results. In particular, a number of projects
t

indicated that training efforts directed at,community members had

strengthened community leadership and presence in schools. One documenter'

in a southern,_ rural site observed that:

The community school program broke the precedent of community
peoples not feeling comfortable in the schools. Interaction
between parents and teachers has increased as a result of a .

community-based education program. Many community members are
now working as volunteers in the schools.

This kind of effect, and the a4sumed value.of it, was especially prevalent
ssi

in rural communities., A documenter in another southern, rural site, pointed

to potential strengths in rural communities, which permitted community

-
..

training to bear fruit:

The setting - -a small rural community--makes collaboration

possible, which results in dekirable behavior. Collaboration is
possibly more useful because of three features of the small
community, namely:

(1) Key community leader's are easily identified.

(2) Mobilization of community resources reveals unusual
talents.

(3) Traidees'quickly `recognize that community organization
,is essentially a problem-solving process.

Teacher Corps project staff accepts every challenge for motivating
wider co*unity participation by implementing projects designed to
raise the level of learning and living in the community. To

develop a concept, increase one's knowledge, and actually perform
a new Ocill provide the nucleus for field-based and
community -based training.

In those projects that defined cotmuni

interns' learning experience, the value of

stated, as in the previously cited passage

training.
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Integrated Preservice and Iuservice Training

A

Essays shed much light on the ways projects, interpreted the integrated

preservice/inservice requirement, and suggested that it, too, benefited role

groups differentially. The difficulty of realizing this requirement was
noted by many documenters; this was often attri ted to the great

differences in the training needs of preservice su d inservice teachers.

The Meanings of Integrated Preservice and /nserviee TrainingThe
.

essays leave one with the impression that projects itruggli3 harder, and

less successfully, with this requirement, than with the field-based training
mandate. Two dimensions under -lay the various interpretations'of the

requirement: the first had to do with the interaction between the two-
categories of trainees, the second with the training course content. 'As in
the case of field-based training, meapingslipanried a c9ntinuum, one end that

represented little change from traditionaltraining practices and the other
considerable, departure.

rip

A common interpretation, reflecting little change, meant simply that

interns and inservice teachers sat together in the same sets -of workshops,

courses, or whatever. "Integration" was Orfearly minimal in this kind of
case: the two groups interacted very little and took away from the training

events whatever they learned from the instructor or group discussion. Such,

events typically were designed to present to traineesprac%,ical methods and

materials, as indicated by the following doeumenter's description of events

in a midwestern, urban project:

.4°

,

As I understand it, the purpose of combining preservice and
inservice training is to force the training designers to develop
learning experiences that meet the practical'needi of the
inservice teacher and the introductory needs of the preservice
professional.... Ip our project we found the most effective

t integration of preservice and inservice training occurred in the
workshops designed to demonstrate or model specific methods,'
materials, or instructionalmanagement,procedures. Modifying
traditional college courses to the extent necessary, to accommodate
preservice and inservice participants is much more difficult.
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The passage alludes to some of the IHE resistance to this kind of

integration. Other documentelk were more explicit about it, as the

following docomenter in a southwestern,, urban project'articulated:

4

. The difficulty in-establishing an integrated teacher training
program has an historical basis. There is a history of a lack of
communication and cooperation between the local IHE and LEA, which
is founded on the belief that the IHE and LEA are fulfilling
different functions and serve different needs. This belief
importantly affects the prospects for institutignalizing a
cooperatiiely designed continuum of professional development
opportunities.

The IHE and LEA View their roles in teacher training as
significantly different. The IHE acknowledges its role in

providing a liberal arts educationcodpled with the basic
certification requireMents required 6y this state. Changing
clas room needs and changing teaching strategies have been

is rically slow tokaffecf programming at the IRE. Until the ____

state certification iiNirements are,changed to reflect changing
-educational needs and strategies,-there is subsequently little
emphasis in,preservicing plans for dealing with contemporary
issues and piobleme. The responsibility of the LEA has
historically been to fill-thiejtnowledge and'skill gap. It,

becomes the LEA's responsibility to provide inservicing at the
district and building level which is responsive to these changing
needs. These needs have been identified by state mandates'and not
by local teachers' perceived2inservicing needs: .

...Since the THE and tEA have historically functioned separately
in teacher training, integration will not occur overnight, in one

year, nor probably during the'5-year Teacher Corps funding cycle.
.

The separ tion begins to break down in those projects that define

integrated preservice/inservice training in terms of a more extensive

interaction between preservice, trainee and inservice teachet, and in tercet

of a continuum of pr)iessional development opportunities. Some projects

moved in this direction, bpt chose to see the integration as happening only

within the intern program itself. In other words, interns received a

balanced training program combining preservice training along-fairly

traditional lines and inservice etperience, as practicing teachers in

schools:- A documenter in a rural, northeastern project\ explained:
t'
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The way we are interpreting this tactic, a'least in part,'is to
consider the intern program as an integration of inservice and
.preservice training approaches and to use the intern program as a
model for revising the inservice and preservice programs at theIn..

r

4
*

Such projects often set up intern-master.teacher
arrangements, in which

regular` teachers had a considerable part in training the interns.

But interns could potentially play many roles within schools and
consequently had many oppOitunities for interaction with inservice
teachers. In a number of projects, interns appeared to be seen more as a
"junior colleague"-than a "student teacher." Theit relationships were
conseqUenflp more mutual, and in such-cases, integration of preservice/
inservice training meant a more mutual learning proeess, in which each group
gained from extensive contact with members of the other group.

In a southern rural project, the process of mutual learning worked in
subtle ways, as described-by the dosumenter!

Our experience has shown that teachers, administrators, and othirscharged with the responsibility for providing the schooling
experiences are often deficient in many skills.... The combining
of inservice and preservice training approaches reduces the stigma
of "remediation" while affording the opportunities for developingheeded skills. The.use of.on -the -job training approaches has
proved to be a viable apprbilch

to devploping skills in industry
and education. Thus, individuals who are classified as preservice
have an increased opportunity to develop the necessary skills forgood teaching, The opportunity for sharing experiences between
individuals orlong -term experience (inservice teachers) end
individuals "fresh off the block" ( preservice) is invaluable. Theinterns have theoretical experiences that the inservice teachers .

may not possess,)but the inservice teachers have multitudes of
experience.

An example of how effeftive this approach is can be drawn from the
experience of our interns in the kindergarten program. The
kindergarten teachers at the project schools were having
difficulty in training the parents of their children in,providingexperiences at home that would be beneficial to their children in
accomplishing thefobjectives of the kindergarten program. All
interns had had t aining in conductink parenting activities. The
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interns were able to demonstrate the techniques of cknducting

parenting seminars to the teachers. The interns, however, had

never had any experience with discussing stIdent.probleas with

parents. The teachers provided experiences for the interns which
increased competence in dealing effectively with parents. Thus,

all groups (teachers, internal, parents, children) benefited.

This kind of experience was reiterated across a number of projects. Often a

range of collaborative activities undertaken by interns and inservice trainees

'outside of formal training activities was thought to constitute integrated

training. THOLfollowing list of activities from a rural, mid-Atlantic site

was typical of many projects:

. School administrators and classroom teachers worked together with

the project staff and interi1s on clarification of roles and

responsibilities of interns, the team leader,.and.the cooperating. . -

\teacher. This information will be included_ in a management handbook

for an, internship program.*
ti

A committee of classroom teachers worked with the team leader on

teacher Competency recommendations for the interns' preservice

training. This information will be included in a project preservice

training handbook.

Interns, school personnel, and project staff worked.together on the

development of an informal reading inventory during the 2-week

summer workshop. ..This III was used systemwide as one of the reading

assessment tools at the beginning of the 1979-80 school year.

. School personnel, teacher interns, and project staff have worked
together in all of the inservice training experiencesthose
designed to meet, systemwide needs, as well as individual school

4 .

needs.

. Cooperating classroom teachers have contributed as team members to

the development of intern competencies and evaluation of intern

progress.

Underlying tokle manyekinils of interaction between interns and inservice

teachers juit described was a reconceptualisation of "teacher training."

Articulated by documenters in a few projects, this meaning of'integrated

preservice/inservice training referred more to the content and concept of

traditional training courses, either those aimed at preservice trainees or

inservice trainees. One documenter from a mid-ceniral, rural project

captured the spirit of several projects well in the following excerpt:
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Teacher preparation has usually consisted of a seriei-of courses
and a brief student teaching period, which comprise a program of
study for students aspiring to be teachers. The program of study
is develOped and provided by the university and approved by the
state department of education. Upon,grsduation, however, the
newly certified teacher discovers that coursework needed for
advancement in rank is still controlled by the university, while
ether forms of inservice, usually a specific numberof days
;hotted in the school calendar, are conducted by the local
school system.

Unfortunately, time and time again such an approach has not
proved successful. The most common complaint among inexperienced
dpeachers is that they were not adequately prepared for the real
world of teaching: They know their subject area well, but
applying that knowledge and effectively using Vhat they have
learned--that they were never really taught to do. Experienced
teachers, on the other hand, complain that on-campus graduate
work fails to catch the vision of their needs and problems, and
consequently, most college classes remain isolated learning
experiences. Equally frustrating is the fragmented inservice
offered by many school districts. Often teachers receive 1 or 2
days of training on a variety of topics in which they have no say
and very little interest. Here, too, the complaint is heard that
the inservice does not respond to their.needs, nor does it
correlate with what they are learning otitampus.

For these reasons, our project believes that a well-integrated
.preservice and inservice program is necessary if the gap between
preparation and work, between theory and practice is to be
bridged.

Ultimately, such a basic reconceptualization meant a kind of

institutiOnal egration, joining the efforts of IHE guidLEA'to develop

effective teachers across the full span of teachers' careers. A few

projects apparently recdgnized this,- at the same time accepting that this
.

kind of integration was not easy to realize, as suggested by,a previously

cited quote.'

The Value of Integrated Preservice/Inservice Training--Depending on how

the requ i rement was interpreted, and also the role group thought to benefit

from it, integration of preservice and inservice training had varying values

across projects,. However, both those who valued the requirement highly and
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those who found it less worthwhile spoke of the difficulty of achieving it.

Many projects spoke about the differing needs of preservice and inservice
do,

trainees and noted the difficulty of accommodating both within a single

training program. In one mid-Atlantic, urban project, the documentation

tempered a very positive view of the integration requirement in the

following, way:

It is not always easy to conceive of appropriate activities to
involve both groups, however, as their interests may diverge
widely. What the interns require may be too basic for the
regular staff; the "fine tuning" of skills required by the latter
group may be too subtle for the interns.

Nonetheless, the obstacles are not insurmountable, and we have
found the integiation of presel-vice and inservice training with
teachers (and also with the community for that matter) to be a
training tactic of considerable potential. Such integration
establishes a symbiotic relationship among the participant
.groups, in which.one benefits from the other and all interact to

enhance the quality of the final educational product.

A counterposition, advanced by i documenter in a western, urban project,

complained about the difficulty of making the "symbiotic relationship" a

reality:

The notion that preservice and inservice training should be
integrated (whatever that means-7Teacher Corps appears to be
excessively fond of using undefined jargon terms) appears to be an
attempt to rationalize the retention of the internship.

The internship itself causes problems for projects. First, a'

healthy percentage of project money is spent (on stipends, teem,
leader salary, college fees, etc.) to provide training for only

four persons. Second, these persons are subject to a heavy
academic load which is not appropriate to the needs (either

objective or felt) of inservice teachers. Their time for

integrated training activities is thus rather small. Third,

interns' career sofas are focused on attainment of the credentials

necessary to get jobs. Then, they make the nonintegrated

(academic) portion of their training their top priority. To

attend very many training sessions for teachers tends to dissipate

their energies. The degree of integration of training, in this-

sense, must be limited in the best interests, of the interns.

Further, having interns and teachers attend classes together does

not appear to produce synergistic effects that might enhance

learning.
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On the other hand, in certain idstancei collaboration between -

interns and other project, role groups has proven Iruitful. For
example, the interns helped with the planning and implementation
of a series of parent involvement workshops. This more general
sort of collaboration, however, says nothing about the utility of
integration of preservice and inservice training.

Negative views of the integration requirement were expressed only by a

minority'of projects and are hard to disentangle, as the previous quote

illustrates, fr6m questions raised about the intern component per se.

Other factors contributed to a negative view as well, for example, the40

primary orientation toward preservice preparation in one Native American

project..

More typically, dicumenters expressed reservations, asserting that

integrated presprvice/inservice training had-some value in a limited role

in the preservice field component. Thus, from the point of view of the

preservice trainee (assuiimg that it made sense to haVe such people in the

first place), many projects appeared to support more expanded field

experiences and more varied interchange with inservice teachers. As one

documenter from a western, semiurban project observed:

The combining of the preservice training with on-the-job training
quickly takes all theory to the practicallevel. This also gives

athe interns an opportunity to use and evaluate their newly
acquired skills.

The theme of the rich and varied practical experience reiterated points

made by many essays, as they discussed the value of field-based training for

interns.

Documenters less often addressed how integrated preservice/inservice
lo

training benefited the inservice teacher. A common perception was That by

interacting with interns, regular teachers were exposed to new ideas and

fresh enthusiasm. This was especially true of projects that defined the

requirement as a mutual learning process. One documenter`inran eastern,

'urban project put it clearly in a way that speaks for the experience of many

other projects:
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The experienced teachers, in turn, benefit from the fresh
perspective and new ideas that the interns bring to teaching. In

assisting the new teachers, the experienced ones are forced to
repeatedly articulate, and often to reassess, their ideas on '

various teaching practices, and this becomes a valuable
professional grbwth experience for them. In Our project we have
found the integration of preservice and inservice training to be
an effective implementation tactic, for the above-described

reasons..

The excerpt highlights a self-evaluation process, as inservice teachers

interacted with preservice trainees.

From the point ofiview of the IHE and LEA, the value of an integral

training approach was-described as more long term, more related to the

age-old challenge of bridging the theory- practice gap and historical

separation between institutions. Here it is hard to distinguish rhetorical

support for the idea of integral preservice/inservice training from support

based op demonstrated achievement. This kind of question is better

addressed by data from later points in time.
t.

Training Program Content Findings

The Rules and Regulations required projects to "improve the competency

of all educational personnel employed by the project schools (including

teacher-interns) to provide education that is multicultural" and to provide

the same personnel "the opportunity to improve their competency to identify

children with learning and behavioral problems, diagnose the special needs

of such children, and prescribe learning activities to meet those needs".

Essay commentary on these features suggests that, however favorably disposed

towards these features, projects had great difficulty (at least until the

Quarter 3 essays were written) translating these ideas into effective

practical forms. There were provpcative exceptions to this general

statement, as the 'following discussion will point out.
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A general observation might be made about these two key features,

,hinted st(by some of these essays and stated in others. Because these two ,
4

requirements are part of Rules and Regulations which plice heavy emphasis on

local definition of goals and objectives, it was likely that in a certain

numberiof cases teachers were not motivated to imProve their'skills in these

two areas. If. so, the two content requirements were seen avirrelevant.
.

Where they were seen as relevant, process and contentjirovisions converged' 8,

Ala fortunate way. Oile documenter, commenting on the two onteut

requirements in the context of the field-based training Rrov pion, put his.

finger on a central issue for most projects: .

The success of this tactic depends largely on how the participants
perceive their needs. If they see li)tle relationship between
Teacher Corps goals and the clasiroom situations they are facing,
the training program will have little chance of attracting_
students. Fortunately; due to the nature of our community, the
faculty has a desire for training in multicultural approaches and
diagnostic/prescriptive techniques.

\dolt must be kept in mind, however, that success in this area is
difficult to measure in the short run because course participation
is not necessarily an indication of effective implementation.
Teachers may accumulate a great deal of knowledge about various
cultures and diagnostic/prescriptive methods without any
corresponding change in fundamental attitudes or teaching styles.
Change will take place only if they discover that the knowledge
enables thOd to deal more effectively with classroom problems.
Unless there is a close relationship between needs and the
,community -based training; the knowledge will not be internalized or
implemented in the classroom.

4 0'

As suggepted by the quote, assuming interest on the part of teachers,

projects could communicate knowledge about the two content areas without

having much basic impact. As with proceas requirements, projects

interpreted the two content provisions differently,iiith profeund

implications for the role of each content provision in project development.
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lticultural Education 4

The Meanings of Multicultural Education--What does it Mean? The theme

.0 was reiterated throughout many, if not most, essays. The following excerpts
)0#

are typical. From a documenter in a soUthern,'ruraL project:
.

.) e .

This is a real ball of wax. You can mold a anyway yod want to,
depending on the coloreof the wax. We hive spent literally weeks
in the

*,
regions acher Corps network trying to decide what it

410mean I am shat other projects, have had the same experiences.

cr

,o 'Prom a southiestern, u'ban, project:

# We feel perhaps more elaborati ons on what constitutes multicultural
education would be beneficial to all projects in dealing with this
area.

Frail an eastern project in a large city:

The gr eatest diffiCulty expeiieticed occurred in the planning stage
when the question'of defining,mulOcultural education arose. This

problem led to a lively diacassion. Multicultural is one of those
catchwords that seems to mean different things to different

people. Does it refer jo ethnicity; race, social, economic, or,
even sexual subcultures? All of the above? None of the above?

4

One way or anOther,,projects have experimented with definitions by
t

creating various components labeled multicultural. For most projects,

multicultural education,thus,,is,operationally fined in categories such
-

d,
as theJollowing:

Courses for teachers 'on ethnicity, cultural styles, background, or
history, designed to promote awareness among course participants.

. Training for teachers in methods or materials for use in their
,tclaiSrooms designed to teach _children about different cultures,,,or
which illustrate other lessons (for example, math) with cuiturally
sensitive, examples.-

Community analysis or needs assessments, conducted by teachers or
interns, to sensitize them and other audiences to the varied

fcultuni, makeup.of the surrounding community. 1

I
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. Bilingual education in whatever form (where school p
ci
pulations were L

substantially non-English speaking). t

. Extra-curriculir events for the school and/o( community, celebrating
the diverse cultural elements within the schde/community..

Those projects more centrally focused on ticultural education implemented

more than one of these components simultaneously6

N

Discussions of the meaning and form of.the multicultural-education

component'were frequently accompanied by a'call for help: for materials,'

methods, and examples of multicultural education in action. Some projects

turned to their interns for help; others to the IHEi'others to the networks

or the federal government. The following essay excerpt from a project in a

large, northeastern city was not atypical:

Multicultural education is an effective implementation tactic which
requires much researcNand firsthand information as a sound basis.
Many stereotypes still exist and there is still difficulty, in
accurate materials suitable for young children. Many materials
which are multicultural on the surface have only token, cosmetic
factors and do not provide the depth needed for real undeistanding
and knowledge. Using materials with the teachers which help them
evaluate books for their depth of information and Commitment to
multiculturalism has proven successful. Much more needs to'be done
in securing and disseminating accurate information.
- 40 . . r

, y

4 federal pOlicymakers could,provide a service to teachers and other
educators in .circularizing simple, accurate, concise information on
various cultures. It should combine the history of a cultural
reality. If a food is a staple of a diet, why is that particular

. food Used? Is it indigenous to the area? etc. .,.

Ile subject of multicultural education, however defined, and the

A process of giving it meaning in each project, was emotionally.charged. It

touched nerves made sensitive by seveifl decades of race consciousness.

This complicated the process of exploring the topic and generating workable

plans for implementing it. In the following excerpt, a documenter from a

rural project in a predominantly white area of the mid-South, explains how

the local community interpreted the'concept of multicultural education:
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Our project has_been and is very committed to instilling wi in

children an understanding and appreciation for the differeqc s
that exist'among people, but it is not an easily reached goal.

The community which we serve is basically rural and agrarian.

Many of the families have lived in this area for years. And when

Someone mentions cultural and ethnic diversity, the standard reply,

is; "We don't have any."

In addition, our project-is fighting another stereotype and that
is that the only communities that need to teach multicultural,-
education are the ones where blacks still ride in the back of the

-.

,'bus. For many LEA personnel growing
-
or living through the racial

'tensions of the last 26 years,alulticuItural education is
synonymous with black/white education. This is where the greatest

amount of change has taken place in their lives with the
integration of schools, restkurants, and parks. Furthermore, the

citizens of this county are proud of their race record. Their

community, unlike many others, has been successfully integrated

a-g- for years, and hence, any ntion -of multicultural education often
kindles resentment among teachers and LEA administrators who

insist that they are not prejudiced and resent the federal
government,for implying that they are.

.
....

1 °

Because such mistaken ideas do not die easily, our projecE, over

the past 2 years, has devoted considerable-energy to simply

redefining for the citizens of the county, the concept of

multicultural education. First, we have tried to reassure the
community that we, too, are proud of their record of successful

school and community integration. Secondly, we have explained

of people whose customs, traditions, values, beliefs, and

that multicultural education is not a study of race, but a stud

aspirations helped build this country -and will continue to build

it. Third, we have -stressed that even more important than this

knowledge is the respect and understanding of others, which such

knowledge brings. After all,, a person cannot respect another

human being until he understands him. And finally, we have
emphasized that if our democracy is to continue, it must have
active, compassionate citizens who are capable of making sound

pUblic decisions.

The passage underscores the importance of the local cultural context for

giving meaning to the concept of multicultural education. Other essays from

sites with a different cultural makeup illustrate a remarkably different

reaction. Fbr example, at the other extreme, a project in a western state

with a heterogeneous population 9cperienced a nearly opposite reaction:
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Multiculturality. is so much-a part of this,community'g lifestyle
,that cultural interchange is a process all children grow up with.
Much of the sensibilities, thus, with which we perceive and
examine.other cultufts are already well developed in most
students. The good exists with the bad.. There is a rich
'Potpourri of lifestyles ss_well.as prejudices sad discords, The
instructional concern for our project has been not in marketing
concern for thia area, but in resolving. questions about dealing .

"with such a great diversity of ethnic cultures. Every teacher in
this community is confronted with such a great ethnic diversity in

41-* his or her classroom that truly formidable task to deal
equitably with-the cultural spectrum represented in that one
classroolk.

The Value of Multicultural Education--In most projects, multicultural

education was seen agoin important goal. Those projects with a negative

perception Ofithe'requireMent seeded to reflect a corresponding negative

regttion or indifference among local teachers and community. As previously

noted, this had much to do 'with the cultural composition of the community and

its preconceptions about race or ethnicity. In other cases, the fact that
.

the requirement might be perceiv6d as "prescribed content rather than being *

responsive to felt need' was a potential problem. Very few projects. .

objected, at a more philosophical level, to the root values on which the

multicultural requirement rests, but t observation of one documenter in an

extracontinental U.S. site points gut tha there were grounds, in certain

contexts, for objecting:

A large, vocal group of teachers were hostile to the idea of
multicultural education and succeeded in intimidating other
teachers. Their primary argument sprang from their Rerception of
America as a melting pot. This idea, popular through the middle
1960s, made sense in the light of the-experiences of many who
perceivdd their successful neighbors as those who were most
succeesimAtin adapting to'mainland culture.

The notion of cultural pluralismlis a fine one for many settings
where there is a social and econalaid rationale for encouraging
it. In fact, however, mandatinua-multicultural (read "non-U.S.
mainstream') component into every project, indiscriminantly, may
be self-contradictory. If what is mea "pluralism" is a type
of cultural relativism, it may be that there are communities
where pluralism is dysfunctional to many of its memOets. It may
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be that adopting'mainstream culture is to the advantage of
:rain peoples. The regulations., as written, do not provide for

t is eventuality. They are written with the assumption that
communities value their nonmainstream culture and kish'to
maintain it. There should be somes'provision in'the regulations
for a project demonstrating that a move toward pluralism is not
only not a desire of the community, but an actual liability to
it, and to replace this component with apme type of program that

will lead to the understanding of people from different cultures,
while allowing the schools and community to continue to move in
the direction it wishes. In short, it may not be appropriate for
those who write the regulations to assume that a-pluralistic,
society is appropriate everywhere.

A more usual reaction was a statement td the effect that "multicultural

education is very important, but we have yet to make it happeniin an

effective way." For example, from a documenter in a small, western, urban

sife with a mixed white, black, and Hispanic population:

On the whole, this proposition is still only,a belief and not a

value consistently acted upon....

From a semiurban, southern site with a predominantly black, school

population:

Conceptually, I would agree that multicultural education is an
important, effective implementation tactic. Striving for this goal

shoup'he a continuous effort and is an essential part of a school

wit ti a healthy climate. However, based upon project experiences,
this goal is elusive and is difficult to achieve.

From a rural, southern site in a predominantly white community:

I agree with [multicultural education] theoretically. Awareness,

appreciation, and acceptance of cultural diversity is a
necessity, especially in [this state], with a large percentage of

Cuban and Southeast Asian immigrants. But, in.reality, it is _

'difficult to impact greatly on a,society that still, perhaps
unconsciously, is segregated by race, sex, and religion.

. Teachers left the multicultural education course in the evenings

Awl wished all the "black" Custodians a plealant evening. '21

Pfejudices run lon4 and deep even in Christian communities.
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These implementation difficulties clearly go-beyond the problems of

definition to root problems in the society within which staff development
takes place.

HoOever, in a few striking examples, multicttlturil educatiot was not-,
only highly valued,, but clearly defined and given a central role in the
project. This was especially true of some of the Native American projects,
which represented fairly homogeneous communities of a nonmainstream culture

(as exemplified by the passage below)1 butalso in ajew of the other
projects, which contained a greatei-culural diVersity.

We realize that we cannot take traditional ways of doing things
and simply transplant them in [the] ruraOareas of the state]; we
encourage creativity and nontraditional goursi content and forms.
We admit that we do not have all the answers. After all, Wire
after teachers who can be more effective in classrooms Acimerkly
composed ofIlative fAmericatirchildien. Do we know what such
teichtia of classrooms should look like? Aemuch as posSible, we
try to tacourage the students to retain all that they can of their
Own personal and cultural styles, it own "nativeness." We view
education as a two-way flow, a coop rative erfort.heteeen
instructors, and students. This, in a sense, is the, creation o,f a
new culture that isa combination ol that which is necessary for
participation in the total national society and comes through the
traditional educational system and that which arises from the
students' own cultures and is necessary for paiticipation in
traditional Native society. We must .constanfly remind ourselves
of the Latter, but, if we don't, the system hqs been built in 'such
a way that we are reminded by others. Thissombinatiop of the
political reality,.the day-to-day interactions, and the
theoretical models developed in the academic program comprise the
cross-cultural "component" of [our) program. WithOut ;his, there
would be no program at all.

e .

Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teaching.

The second content requirement, that trainees' competence in

diagnostic/prescriptive approaches, to teaching be impioved, was conceptually

clearer to most projects than the multicnitur0 education requirement.
.

However, definitions varied, and, correspondingly', .the requirement's value
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was perceived differently. Also, diagnostic/preicriptive teachihg was

generally seen as an ambitious goal, faced with significant implementation

obstacles, no matter how desirable the goal might be.

The Meanings of Diagnostic /Prescriptive Teaching--Two primary meanings

emerge from the essay commentary. One documenter in a western, urban

project described both, alluding to a common pattern of response to the two.

alternatives:

4

The-use of diagnostic/prescriptive approaches is an effective

implementation tactic.

This also was a proposition receiving mixed reactions--some agreement,

some disagreement, some wonderment about what so general a term

actually meant.

Disagreement seems to stem primarilyfrom"past experience in the

district when the terms diagnostic/prescriptive were used to describe a

system characterized by a great deal of paperwork, mandated teaching

approaches, and evaluation of teachers. It als6 seemed to be based on

behavioristic psychology.

Agreement was based on acknowledgment that yes, teachers should be

reqUired to analyze the causes of individual learning problems an4 find

alternate ways of dealing with them--with the emphasis on alternate

wayi as opposed to one set of prescribed- techniques.

The 'first meaning implied a formalized approach to teaching built

around a tightly defined set of learning skills. The second implied a more

fluid sensitivity of the teacher to individual learner needs, which might or

Miliht.not be describable in terms of speFifiable learner competencies.
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Many projects interpreted the requirement to apply to the training

process itself, as well as to the teaching skills that were the locus of

training. To some,,diagnostic/prescriptive training meant little more than
basing training on some kind of formalized group needs assessment; more

often, acme kind of individualized assessment of teachers' needs was
implied, either formalized'or of a more informal nature.' In a few cases

where training was based on carefully defined sets of "teaching

coipeten.cies," diagnosis of teachers' needs was highly specified.
P

Rooted in, the professional debate over behavioristic versus humanistic

approaches to teaching, documenters struggled with the meanings and

connotations of "diagnosis" and "prescription." On the one hand, more

humanistically inclined projects interpreted the requirement as suggested by
the documenter from a project in a large, eastern, urban Area:

The phrase diagnostic/prescriptive
comes from a medical model.

Since medicine is involved with illnesses add treattng cliebtd
who are ill, the phrase conjures up a focus on deficits and
helplessness. Later approaches fostered by the special educators
have adapted the meaning to emphasize discovering various modesin learners' styles and encouraging as much independence as is
appropriate, while giving extra supports where needed. Our
program does not "diagnose" in the sense of giving a label, nor
does it "prescribe" in the.sense that no choices are given. It
does foster careful attention to learners' and teachers'
strengths, needs, and interests and to devising integrative
curricular and organizatonal offeringsand arrangements on the
basis of such factors.

. On the other hand, projects with a more behavioristic bent saw the

approach as a more precise tool for'increasing teaching effectiveness:

Diagnostic/prescriptive teaching is the foundation of our
inservice training. Moving teacher training from the intuitive
and artistic to the skillful and clinical has had a powerful
positive impact on teachers and learning. This analytic approach
gives teachers a solid founhation from which to design and present
lessons so that students are more likely. to achieve. This
approach has changed the teaching toe* from the teacher to the
learner. Specifically, the teaching act does not end with
presenting information on a new skill or concept. Rather, it ends
after monitoring and guided practice make it nearly certain that
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the learning has occurred. ,Both teachers and administrators are

extremely receptiveto this model of teaching because it is
concrete and specific rather than abstrat and indefinable.

Teachers and administrators are now able to factor out the
component acts and behaviors of the teaching process, assess
them, affirming the strengths and discussing alternatives to

improve the lesson.

The language of the req uirement clearly lqft room for this range of

interpretations. Though some documenters took note of the ambiguity, few

complained about it (those,w4ich did lamented the lack of behavioral

specificity). Some documenters put their finger on the usefulness of the

ambiguous language in the Rules and Regulations; for example, from a

documenter in a southern, urban site:

The projeCt'staffhas interpreted the term diagnostic/
prescriptive teaching in a general sense and re6mmends that 1
legislation remain as it is so that the individual prolects can

interpret the term ininannefthat.best meets local- needs. -

-In the general sense, diagnostic /prescriptive teaching simply
,implies that the needs and deficiencies of students be
determined prior to program development and that subsequent
program activities be designed to alleviate the knovh needs and

deficiencies.' Anything more specific may be restrictive to

individual projects.

The Value of Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teaching -- Discussions of the

meaning of these terms lapsed naturally into a matter of basic value and

educational approach. Many of the essays dealt with these issues at a

rhetorical level, rather than in terms of demonstra ted benefits or effects.

However, a small number of projects illustrated their assertions with clear

examples of the benlefits derived from the approach. For example, from a
ti

docUenter in a southern, semiurban site: ,

The project has had a high degree of success in using this

teaching approach as an implementation tactic. For example, when

the county school district (the LEA) was preparing a model to

implement acetate law which mandates a diagnostic/prescriptive
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approach to teaching in grades R -3, the projedt was able to pilot
several key approaches to diagnosticipresciiptive teaching which'
were incorporated in the district's plan for implementation., This
piloting gave the project a hiih revel of'support at the LEA and
IHE levels since the IHE was also involved in assisting other
districtt in preparing their proposals.

From a southwestern, urban site:

,c 4.
.

As a direct result of the project's professional development center
training on diagnostic /prescriptive approaches, four teachers
introduced an innovative language arts unit at our project junior
high._

..

4

These four teachers joined together in a team effort to provide a
language arts unit which combines both the learning center approach
to teach.* and individualized instruction. Two of the teachers
had not only participated in the PDC as learners but had also made

,presentations at the PDC on prescribing learning activities and
learning centers Following the diagnostic/prescriptive'PDC, the
four teachers (all four were PDC participants) created this
innovative unit. To date the team had not worked together
designing and teaching language arts based on diagnostic/
prescriptive methods. They attribute their experience it PDC as
givi6i them the motivation and confidence to design this unit.

While projects appeared generally favorable to the idea of

diagnostic/prescriptive teaching, many-qmpstiOns were raised about the
practicality of diagnostic/prescriptive approaches, especially those wedded

to elaborate record-keeping and formalized disgnostic testing. One

documenter's observations, from a project in an eastern city, summarizes

well the experience of many projects:

With the origin and increasingly sophisticated development of the
diagnostic/prescriptive approacto teaching, a tool for addressing
indicIpual student differences now seems available,'so it was with
some enthusiasm and optimism that the teachers in our project moved
to adopt this approach in their classrooms. Although theoretically
sound, some practical problems began to develop in implementation.

Diagnostic tests are vital starting points in ascertaining where
pupil skill deficiencies lie,4.and standardized tests are most often
employed for this purpose. The notion is that once weaknesses are,
identified, then objectives can be formulated, and effective
remediation can begin.
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Although a large variety of diagnostic /prescriptive tests were
foundto be available in reading and math, it soon became apparent

that this was not true for most of the other subjects.
Standardized test games might be available in social studits,,, for

example, but these were of limited use in pinpointing discrete-
skill deficiencies. Further many teachers proved to be alarmingly

inad ulte in their ability to interpret and utilize the diagnostic
ins ruments that were available. Therefore, they found it

diff cult to design and implement individualized programs.
Sometimes their designs managed to be so mechanistic as to
virtually eliminate any intervention biq the teacher at all These

problems would tend to indicate the need for a large-scale,
intensive, teacher inservice training program, which would exceed,
the resources of the current project.

Finally,'the'limited number of teachers who did manager to surmount
the hurdles detailed above reported that the whole process was so

time consuming that it placed unreasonable demands on their time
and energy. The charge was, in effect, to write an Individualized
Instruction Program for, each pupil in each subject.

Also when the-point of prescribirieiediation was reachtd, most of
the teachers seemed woefully una of new strategies, and

materials in their fields. Worse, the schools Seemed to have no
institutionaliztdPongoing structures designed to keep teachers

abreast of new materials and curricular developments.

Subtle problems also occurred when projects applied'diagnostic

approaches to culturally diverse settinias a documenter in an eastern,

semiurban project pointed out:

It is very important to notice that the diagnostic/prescriptive
4

approach connects with the multicultural strand in'that many
perceived learning and behavior problems are the result of cultural
differences between the teacher and student or between the student
and the institutions of the school system. If the teacher has a

good understanding of the students' background and cpmmunity, some
of these problems may dissolve and many will at least become more

manageable. Those that remain will then be recognized as what they

are, and can be more accurately diagnosed and treated. Lumping

cultural differences in with behavior and learning problems is to

confuse a conflict in values with a physital or psychological

difficulty, and to use medical techniques to deal with an

essentially intellectual disagreement. So I believe in4the Jong

run, an integrated tactic employing multicultural education and

diagnostic/prescriptive approaches is more effective than working

with either in isolation.
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Because of these complexities, it was easier to give inservice training

about diagnostic/prescriptive approaches, than to make them happen in the

classroom* Recognizing this lack, a documenter in an extracontinental U.S.

-proiect pointed out an imporridt-risk -beween training and practice, which

many projects failed to forge:

In and of themselves, diagnostic/prescriptive teaching approaches
have not been found to be particularly successful implementational
tactics unless they are presented.in accompaniment with-follow-up
ompport systemsof direct aids for the teachers.. In workshop
evaluations administered during this past school year, teachers
invariably requested follow-up aid of some sort if they were
interested at all in implementing the workshop content. The
sig4ificance of this observation lies somewhere it the nature of
trai)aing and in the intricacies of the teaching task itself. The
diagnostic/prescriptive approach presumes that the teacher will be
able to make some kind of quick diagnostic assessment of an
rnetructional situation and on the basis of that prescribe some
strategy to meet the assessed needs of the situation. The fatt'of
the matter is that a teacher must operate after this fashion,
trying in a computer -like manner to data-process the needs of 30
or more students in one class and 150 or more students in a single
%d/4. Such a task is hardly realizable. A teacher, in reality,
develops over a period of time certain instincts by which he or
she manages the instructional situation. These instincts allow
one to anticipate in most instances the interactive dynamics of a
class situation and to react quickly and decisively. We.generally
recognize the attainment of these instincts under such labels as
"the experienced teacher." Inservice teaching'` training generally
introduces new strategies often involving new ways of looking at
things and'new sets of behaviors. What results in the application
of these new strategies to the intensity of the classroom is that
the teacher finds himself or herself trying to operate with a new
set of untested and unfamiliar strategies and without the support
of the familiar instincts of management. The usual result the
report that, "It doqsn't work." If inservice teacher training,
aspires to change teacher behaviors, it must support that change
in the classroom itself. This follow-up support is critical.
Otherwise there is very little assurance that much of any training
will find its place in,the classroom.

Once again, the question lingers:- how practical is individualized

teacher follow-up, when training applies to large numbers? Whether this and

other matters of practical application were resolved during the second

operational year (Year 3) remains an open question, one which will require

later data sets to answer.
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Quarter 5 Documentation*

This summary reports patterns in essays submitted in late fall of,the

1980 -81 school year describing inservice training arrangements and project

impacts as of that date. Progiam 78 projects were at that time in the

middle of their second operational year (Year 3 of the Teacher Corps grant);

Program 79 projects were in the middle of their first operational year.

The essay assignment was divided into three main sections that Tvide

a convenient way of organizing the essay commentary:

. The primary focus of inservice training (includingcontent /process
goals, the way in which a focus was determined, the role of the
teacher in shaping inservice training).

. Strategies for delivery of training (including the nature of

training events, and the IHE's role in the training process).

. Perceived contributions of Teacher Corps training to improved

2ersonnel development system in the LEA (including typ of

lintribution to improved LEA inservice Systems and impa s o IHEs').

The summary is based on 31 out of a possible 49 essays, in other words,

a response rata of 63%. The 49 projects sent thii essay were chosen to

represent the full population of "regular" projects (excluding Youth

Advocacy or Native American projects, or those outside of the Continental

United. States). The responding subset of essays appears to proportionately

represent all major categories of the projects, as indicated by Table 2,

with one exception: beginning urban projects were greatly underrepresented.

*
The findings from the Quarter 5 documentation include data from both
Prqgram 78 Program,79 projects.
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Table 2

a yo,

PROPORTION OF PROJECTS RESPONDING
TO QUARTER'S INSERV ICE ESSAY

.Beginningb\.. Continuingb Total

Rural 60%a 62%a 582a
(5) (6) . (11)

Semiurban 832 75% 79%a
(6) (8) (14)

Urban
,

29% 65% 54%a
(7) , (17) C24)

i
".'"

56%a ' 68%a 63%
(18) (31) (49)

a - X of cell, row, or column and total in cell, row, or column.

b - Program 78 andA79 projects are represented among responding
projects in each cell, and overall, a comparable proportion
of each cohort responded: 65% of Program 79 and 592 of
Program 78 projects.
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\krimary of Inservice Training

. 4
Each prOject_faded and resolved the problem o?focusing inservice,

praining,effotts in dif regt'ways. For the moment disregarding differences

in the specific content training, the results of efforts can be

characterized as relativell.y more or lgss "focused, " -in the sense that an

integrated set of concerns were chosen as themes for ttaining and delivered

40

in a coordinated way. Two sets of dppbsed forges appeared to-be atwork%
......

.

First, IHE requirements-(sndin same cases, those of the. LEA as weil)-tended
.

to push toward a, cohesive integrated'training "curriculum" and approach,

#
..

while the diverse needs of individual target schooy tended to'fragment,
a. -

training efforts. Second, within 'a given school, individual teachers often

needed--or wanted--very different things from traknin
-4
g activities; the

effort to sati fy individual needs seemed often to run counter to more

coordinated fforts at braining for "wholeischool improvement." This is-not-
0

to say that project& could not prokride highly individUalized training in a

focused way. Some did with apparent success but in doing so they resisted
.

the '!line of least resistance ": a seriesof ad hoc responses to different 4

requests for straining assixtance '

Essays from two Program 79 projecti dramatize: the extremes: On the one

hand, the documenter from a project in a northeWern, semiUrban arebaid'

It is nalimpossible to describe theprimary focus of our inservice

program because. there is no single thrust. The underlying
philosophytas been to provide the staff in thifour Teacher Corps
schools with what:they need to improve, schooling for the children

in those buildings. This philosophy has resulted in a wide
'variation'df inservice activities as' each attempts to respond to a
*need'exptessed by a single teacher, a group, of teachers, ar the' *,

staff of an entire building of several huildings. A s a .result, no

one inservice "program" has emerged. Instead, there is a vast

array of activities whigh vifi be dividqd into four main

categories'and*described in the second section'Wthis essay.
The categories include (1) courses; (2) consultations, (3)
'conferences, and (4) AjVB activities of the interns.

4
c
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At Che other end of the continuum, a documelterin a comparable Western,

, project indicated:

'A prilary emphasis of our program is on the improvement of basic
teaching skills. Intensive training in the elements of instruction

.

and principles of learning is presented. Specifically this
includes: teashing to an objective, selecting objectives at the
correct level of difficulty; monitoring and adjusting, and using
pribciples oflearning (set, cloture, motivation, retention,
reinforcement). Within this framework are several sessions aimed'
at specifically improving the diagnostic and prescriptive abilities
of the classroom teacher. Task analysis is taught as aethod by
tithich teachers break down terminal (long-range) objectives.intO
more manageable, enroute learnings for use in initruction. These
instructional objectives and le:tneto teach them comprise the
core of the cycle, and several ions are spent (earning to
identify, write, and Use meaningful prescriptive objectives at the

. correct level of difficulty. Also explored are ways of more
effeciively.monitoiing student progress toward the objective:duriag
instruction, and then adjusting teacher-behaviors in response-to
that monitoridg. To further enhance diagnostic skills, t6
different learning 3,641/ties of students (visual, audiUorf,
kinesthetic) are investigated. Wayiof ideltifying.modWities and
techniques'for teaching those modal strengths are offered.

,
While both projects try.to address individual teacher's needs, the'former aid

so id an eclectic, ad hoc way, while the latter did so by means ofl carefully

'integrated "tot4'approach" to the problem.
_.1

(

Neither extreme should be thought of as intrinsically better; there are

.potential dangers either way. -Nor should resolutions of the fpcus probIembe

thought to be staric. Initially.unfocused efforts can converge over time;

also what appears haphazard and ad hoc on the surface can reflect a more

consistent underlying approach toward training in particular local

circumstances. For example, one project in an eastern, urban area lacing

severe retrenchment coped with the lack of motivation for inservicetraining

in.the'following way:
* .

Al

The site school teachers have available to them a variety of
colleges from which they can earn grikuate credit. They also have
available an extensive inservice operation. run by the school
district. This operation offers inservice credit for a minimum-of
effort (class attendance and little outside work). Teachers can
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use, eittier graduate or inservice credit to improve their salary

grade. A sizable majority of teachers have accumulated all the

credits they need. far Such improvemeat. Mils, only a minority of

teaEhers are motivated to pursue credits in structured learning

sitditioas for monetary xeasops....

Furthermore, teachers do not define their own or their schools'
'needs in terms of,the development of their own skills; If one

constructs a needs analysis asking whether they would like to
learn "x," they will respond positively. However, their professed
need is not strong enough to lead them to action. For example,

the project scheduled workshops around a professed need. Only one

or two teachers attended% Alternately, the project offered the
teachers the chance to Schedule, select, or'design their own
workshops. They took'no

It?

...Any training program the project designs must recognize that

many of the teacher clientele have no'-motivation to participate in

inservice activities as-traditionally offered. There can be no
training witha well-defined set oftoutcomes which will draw4in

participants.

In order to attract participants, the project, realized that they I

would have to have aninservice prograli which would meet the
educational needd of the teachers as the teachers perceived them.

That-is, the program would have.to.be individualized for eadk
participant. Thus, our focus became to help teachers deal more

effectiiely with 'children by helping the teachers gain any skill
vbich they felt be impoitan4 There are not a few, clearly

defined teacher'n eds served by this program because there are no
generally recogni Ad specific teacher needs in the setting.. The
fact that "to-imp ove diagnostic/prescriptive skills" and "to
improve attitudes..." also were perceived as important indicates
that these are staff priorities toward which we hold to indirectly ,

lead teachers while meeting their own inservice requests.

Projects *lied different organizihg principles to build their inservice

training systems, among them: a strong training` philosophy and.methodology,

a coalition of THE faculty, a field-based consensus on needs, a series of .

individual requests, or some combination of these.
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The Content of Training.

Generally speaking, the contest of inservice training in moat projects

had to do with specific classroom needs, more often than not explicitly

reiXted to teaching,low-income children. However, the two content

requirements of the Rulei and Regulations (diagnostic/ prescriptive teaching

and multicultural education) were inconsistently favored by projects, as the

faings by the documefiters indicates (see Table 3).

Table 3

RANKINGS OF CONTENT GOALS BY DOCUMENTERS

Content Goals of
Training Activities

Improved classroom, school climate

Lmprbved classroom management skills

Diignostic/prescriptive skills:

Improved attitudes of teachers

Teacher-Community communication
and collaboration

Collaboration among teachers
within school,

Imprbved curriculum and school
.programs

Multicultural education

Education for exceptional children
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Rankings

Most
Important

'25

20

19

18

-1
14

10.

9

7

Moderate
Importance

Little

Importance

3 1

5 4'

10 0

6 5

10 , 3

11- 4

'15 2

15 5

14 8



The relative weighting of particUlar content areasseemed to depend in

part on characteristics of the project setting and in pa'rt on local

educational priorities. For example, projects with more ethnically diverse

populations (especially those wip large, Hispanic populations) seemed to

place greater value on training in multicultural education. Urban projects,

often beset by severe declineconditionsseemed to place strong value on

training related to improving teacher attitudes and/or school climate.
,

Rural sites, with stronger, more cohesive communities, sought to emphasize

teacher-community communication and collaboration more often than urban or

semiurban projects.

The IHE's own formal training curricula also seemed to impose some

shape on the-content of training, for example, in projects that saw the

inservice mandate as an opportunity to develop a new inservice or

field-based master's program.

The Process of Developing a Focus for Inservice Training.

Here it is often hard to see behind the rhetoric of essays. Although

nearly everylessay described or alluded to "collaborative" plahning

processes, the input of different role groups was far from equal. The

degree to'which teachers took an active role in determining the forms for

training varied considerably. In a.few cases, that role was minimal and was

associated with a subsequent rack of-teacher commitment to the training

' itself. More frequently, teachers "participated" in the .focusing process

'through their responses to needsas-sessment surveys, while the primary

decisions about training focus remained in the hands of IRE, LEA, 'or project

training staff. In a number of cases, especially those emphasizing,

schoolTlevel planning, teachers seemed to play a much more prominent Tole in

training, system design through their participation on staff development

planning committees of one kind or another, but even SQ this did not

guarantee active. involvement or a sense of ",oWnership," as one documenter in

a midwestern, semiurban project indicated:
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One particular problem withinpur project has been teacher
inwolvement/isput. Only throdgh the Program Content Planning Team
(PCPT) has thee been actual etsclier representation. The'refore,
the use of th$ 5-week evaluation has provided the opportunity for
teachers to feel some ownership of the Project.

Ultimately, teachers "voted with their feet," by'choosing to attend certain

kinds of training eve t . That, and the feedback from them about the events

they did aAend,rsha later inservice training activities to some extent.

One hypothesis emerged about teacher input: those projects with more

carefully sp cified and cohesive training focus (for example, those based on

defined to hing competencies) reflected leas teacher input into the

plannin& inservice, and a more dominant IHE-rooted training philosophy.

However, this hypothesis remains to be tested.

service Traini Strate y and Deliver

at projects appeared touse an eclectic training strategy. A variety

proaches we tried vithin'each project, ranging from fOrmal coursework

tot'nformal projects or consultations.; The general pattern seemed to be one

of tching the variety of teachers' interests and requests with a

gasbord of possibilities bearing the label "inservice tr

trainin: events.

In a ro gh order from the 'more formalized large, group oriented events

to the-less f 1, more individually oriented ones, the pr ary types of
, --

training, eve is included the following:

Graduate courses.' Typically delivered in the field at the school
site, these events involved a succession 04, regular meetings devoted
to covering a topic in the regular IHE curriculum. However, often
these courses are tailored to the more practical orieatation of
course- takers,. for example, a course in "Reading in lhe Content
Area."
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. Ongoing orklhops and minicourses. Overlapping with the field-based
coursewo k described above, some projects p toge her repeated -

sessions devoted to specific topics of intere o groups of
teachers and not necessarily linked to a formal course of any kind.
An apparently successful variant is a regular "brown-bag seminar"
for all school itaff.'

. One-shot workshops. Varying in length from those lasting an hour
after school to summer retreats of several weeks' duration, one-shot
workshops addressing e
form of training even
this type, and clear'

ery conceivable topic were the most frequent
Almost all projects had numerous events of.

it was about the easiest way to organize
$roup inservice inatruc . Howeve the precise boundary between
"one-shot workshops" and an interrelated series of workshops is hard

to establish. Extended "retreats" seemedespecially popular in
rural sites and seened to take on most of the characteristics of
formal on-campus coursework. A noticeable number of projects noted
that one-shot workshops built around outside guest speakers tended
to be less effective, as described by a documenter in a western,
semiurban project:

One training activity seems to have been leis effective,
than others. A consultant was brought in for a 1-day.
workshop to both'inform the participants concerning the
change procest and then to hopefully involve them in a
major change. The consultant was well received;
however, the idea (the change plan) was rejected. In

analyzing the process and the problem we realized that
the major drawback was insufficient diagnosis on the

part of the consultant.. He knew his material, but did
not know our participants (a secondary school staff) or
the extent of their resistance. Because of this lack
of understanding on his part, the approach hechose was
ineffective and the training was rejected.

But there were certain conditions where the outside speaker device
motivated workshop attendance.

Small group activities. In many school sites, small groups of
teachers gathered under the aegis of Teacher Corps for a varielikof
training activities, including what might loosely be called
"workshops," as well as project activities such as the production of a
multicultural cookbook.

Individual training activities. Many projects' offered teachers'

individual training opportunities, either in the form of consultation
about_speaific teaching or contracted training of various kinds.

,f

AO
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. Miscellaneous training actillties. Less common and largelloinformal,
,various other events or approaches added to the repertoire of certain
projects, including minigrants for teachers, teacher participation in
confeiences, demonstracion/observation, curriculum development work,
and intern-teacher interaction. Also, the participation of teachers
on planning committees was noted by some projects as an important
training or staff development. activity.

Projects usually included many different types of training events in

their overall training strategy. The following list was typical of the more

active projects:

To date, le specific "delivery systems" have been used to meet
the ,inservice requests. They are:

(1) Graduate courses - three offered at school sites.

(2) Mini-courses - to assist teachers in computer programs.

(3) Workshops with specific themes--three conducted during
summer and one during first semester.

(4) Enrichment projeCts--assisting individual teachers with
special interests.

(5) Demonstrations /presentations to interested groups-- three
provided first semester.

(0' Observations followed by discussions of what was observed.

(7) Consultations--arranging fdr specialists to consult with
individuals and small groups.

(8) Sharing of diagnostic data - helping teachers interpret
learner data and arrange instruction based on that data.

(9) Curriculum development projects.

(10) Professional travel.
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Distinguishing Training Strategies

Essays do not give much insight into the exact mix of training events

or approaches in-the Teacher Corps projects. Perhaps, the nature of this

aspect of project activity was so varied in most cases as to be difficult to

characterize in any succinct way. Nonetheless, projects appeared to differ

from one another along three important dimensions, each with implications

for the organization of training and for its ultimate impact on the

classrooms. Depending on where they fell on each dimension, projects

exhibited more or less distinctive "strategies" of training. How these

projects differ from one another is discupsed on the following pages.

i. The degree of individualization in training. Most projects were

described as, in some degree, responsive to the individual interests or

needs of teachers. At the least, the overall array of inservice offerings

was based on some form-of needs assessment, often prioritized by committees

with representation of the teachers. Also typically, teachers chose courses

or events of greitest interest to them. The following description from a

western, semiurban site captured the spirit of many;

The focus of the training is defined by individual teachers to
varying degrees. At the three target schools, all inservices
were derived from prioritized lists of needs which were

originated entirely by the staffs. At both Staff Development
Center and the IHE, teachers select the workshops and sessions
that fit their needs and answer their questions. In this way,

they are selecting their own focus of training.

However, a substantial proportion of projects went much further, putting

considerable emphasis on individually structured training' activities With

the goal of maximizing individual professional growth opportunities. This

generally happened in one of two ways.

g
First, at the extreme, the majority of training was formally structured

around individually contracted or designed learning activities; an example,

is described by a documenter from f mid-Atlantic, urban project:

1
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Two types of inservice training have been delivered. First,
teachers is the cluster schools have the opportunity to enter
into the Independent Study Contract through which each
participant defines an area of focus and identifies the most
appropriate counsel for the contract. these agreements dim be
translated into either graduate credit or inservice increments.
Second, the project staff has conducted training activities in
each of the cluster schools foil the purpose of clarifying the
Evaluation and Monitoring System. One aspect of the EMS, which
has created considerable interest and concern by the teachers, is
the monthly verification process of the EMS wherein the Teacher
Corps staff prepares a test of the mathematics content taught
over a 4-week period. Test results are quickly returned to the
teachers. While substantial developments have not been observed
to date, this testing process appears to be producing a
foundation from which substantive inservice programs' may be
forthcoming, Primarily because of teacher interest and concern.
Another aspect of the EMS, which has produced encouraging
reactions by teachers is the process of academic monitoring.
During the past quartAi, four teachers were trained to use the
data collection processes of the ENS and to observe theit
colleagues in action. The Teacher Corps staff was unsure whether
teachers would accept other teachers as monitors in their
classrooms. However, such objectibns did not materialize, and
the participants testified to the importance of this type of
,training.

Variations on this theme put somewhat less e6phasis on the contracted, nature

of training, or the formalized monitoring that accompanied it, and instead
created somewhat less formalized ways of promoting teacher self-direction in
learning.

Second and more commonly, individual "project activity" or

"consultation" was often included as one of several options in an array of

different training events. In one southern, rural project, for example,
teachers coul choose between three forms of training:

(1) "Formal" (on-campus and on-site coursework).

(2) "Informal" (meetings, ad hoc presentations, workshops, task force
meetings, and so on).

(3) "Nonobtrusive" (Teacher Corps staff or others working 'with
teachers individually)
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The focus of individualized training was often a specific classroom

problem, but it could also be a topic of special'interest to the teacher in

question or an event that took the teacher away from the school site, to a

conference, IHE library, or other information resource. While this emphasis

in training had clear power to deal directly with both classroom specifics

or general career growth, it also had the potential to veer away from the

Teacher Corps basic outcome, concerning school climate improvement>jn--eome

projects, a conscious choiCe was made t6 meet one or the other goal. Others

optimistically claimed that both'could be met simultaneously, for example,

in a rural, southern project:

The teacher's personal goals and,needs and those of the schools

are congruently being met through inservice training.

But a tension between satisfying individual professional needs has construed

by the teacher) 'and orienting training towards school climate improvement

seemed to lie behind many discussions of training approach.

ii. Degree of follow-up. It was one thing to expose teachers in

'training events to new ideas or skills; it was another to folloW up on

training by visiting teachers in their classrooms to encourage, advise,

observe, or otherwise support the application of training ideas to'classroom

settings. Many projects devised follow-up procedures of various kinds; it

seemed that such projects were more likely to influence teaching behavior.

Although there were many variations on the theme, two principal approaches

emerged.

The first miglpt be called short-term follow-up and consisted of

in-class visits by project staff or inservice instructors or both, usually

with reference to the content of related inservice activities:

Another effective training activity was the direct application

(and immediate) of theory to the classroom where participants

were teaching. Followed by immediate feedback where technical
assistance was given, this provided the ndcessary support needed

by those who were implementing within the classroom.
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The second might be Celled long-term follow-up and involved training a

group ofteachers from the project schoOls to act, in a training-and-support

role when they returned to t%eir schools, This was less common than the

immediate follow-up described above and represented an investment in an
ongoing follow-up capacity which would remain in schools overtime.

Some provocative examples of this approach are described, as in the
excerpt below from a documenter in a mid-Atlantic, rural 'project, in which
the cadre of follow-up teachers was carefully chosen and trained for their
roles in the project schools:

The project conducted needs assessments through personal sensing
interviews with each of the teachers at the school site. The
interviews served as the basis for identifying which.of the
teachers were thought of by their peers as being the most
respected and knowledgeable of the staff and a means of assembling
a cadre of teachers that could be trained as inservice leaders.
The sensing interview was done face to face with a member of the,
Teacher Corps staff so that the possibility of misunderstanding
would be kept to a minimum. It also detionstrated that the
individual being interviewed was important enough to be singled
out for questioning and that their opinions were valued and
noted.... The creation of leadership teams has already begun to
pay off in the area of trust building and cohesion between the
secondary and elementary schools. The leadership teams have taken
over some of the responsibilities of program management from the
IRE in the areas of planning and follow -up.

A variation on the-theme in a southern, urban project reiterates a pat; ern

occurring in a large number of projects!

One strategy used by Teacher Corps has broadened the number of
teachers participating in inservice activities and subsequent
school programs. Approximately 30 X of the teachers at each
project school have participated in two 2-day retreats. This
cadre of highly motivated and trained teachers then returns to'the
school and involves the entire faculty/staff in activities
designed to improve school climate. The principals' participation
in this cadre is important, for his/her support in calling faculty
meetings and involving the rest of the faculty is necessary.
Additionally, Teacher Corps has activated talented teachers as'
consultants for short workshops conducted at the school site
immediately before or after school. The concept and talent will
remain after Teacher Corps funding has ended.'
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Whether this kind of investment in 19cal leadership proves effective in the

long run remains'to be seen; the project described in the'above example is

only now completing its first operational year.

As suggested in the preceding excerpt, the school principal played an

important role in supporting training efforts, thus providing an additional

kind of follow-up. Training efforts appeared more likely to make-it into

the classroom where this support existed. A documenter in a midwestern,

semiurban prdject indicated what the absence of principal support might mean:"'

The absence of principal leadership evidences itself ilk two

.important ways: (1) absence of .organization and communication

skills beyond the basics of,day-t -day building operation and (2)

absence of "teaching" skills n aary for channeling staff

behaviors in positive d' ions. First, LEA building

administrators ?`usually have been unable, or unwilling, to remember
meeting dates or arrangements, to follow through on commitments,
or to alter building organization or logistics to accommodate

projectictivities. In addition, they exhibit (or fail'to

exhibit) similar behaviors when responding to LEA-initiated

4 activities. The absence of effective leadership skills of the
kind described here may be attributed to lack of training, neglect
on the part of the former superintendent, or a "near

retirement-don't care" attitude on the part of those involved. In

any case, project activity has been impeded as a result. A

positive note in this xegard is that, partly as a result of
project activities, the LEA superintendent has given attention to
the matter and has, among other things, organized a regular
monthly administrative council meeting, including Teacher Corps,
LEA, and IHE staff.

. I

iii. Role of the IHE in Inservice Delivery: The IHE took on different

roles in inservice training systems. Three types of roles might be

cdistinguished, along with numerous variations oach one: (1) primary

initiator,,(2) supportive facilitator, and (3) expert consultant/leader. In

addition to these characteristic roles, IHE members functioned in almost all

projects as inservice instructors, alongside LEA training staff, project

staff members, or outside consultants." Examples of each of the primary

roles help tOexplain what the role meant.
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As primary initiators, tHE ajembers (ofteli in their capibity -as proilet

staff) took the major responsibility for coordinatinvand deli4ering-

training activities, with varying degrees of input from the participants. A

documenter's description from a m estern, urban-site,was typical of many

projects:

Most of the inservice training, then, is provided through the IHE
as creditbearing courses. These courses, howeveri fiequently are,
not "canned" courses already being taught. More frequently they
are designed-specifically to meet the needs of the teachers we
serve. Courses which are taken from our regular catalog offerings
are usually adapted to meet our specific needs.

In addition to this kind of cooperation, IHE faculty members Wave
been involved in teaching courses and workshops as part of our

. inservice programa Not only have Department of Education faculty
particiikkted, but faculio members from other departments at the
university have also ben involved.

The LEA's involvement has been somewhat less. This year, however,
the'LEA has provided 2 days during the year for buildinglevel
inservice activierii7 In addition to this districtlevel
commitment to inservice training, the principal of our high school
has indicated a willingness to use staff meetings for inservice
programs rather than the usual administrative and housekeeping
duties.

4
In such projects it seemed that as institutions, the IHEs were more affected

.than the LEAs.

In other cases, ,IHE member's acted in a more facilitative or supporting

role, in an effort to encourage initiative from LEA and school personnel, or

to respUnd to such initiatives where they already existed. The following

excerpt from a documenter in a midwestern, urban project hints at this:

The role of the IHE in providing inservice training hasA for the
most part, consisted of faculty members serving as resource
personnel to various school committees in planning the activities
and serving as instructors for the various afterschool classes
held in the project schools. Faculty members were required to
develop syllabi.for the needs identified and adjust these syllabi
to the l hour graduate credit,format. Inservice instructors are-
also required to travel to the school'site to teach the-course.
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In other cases; IHE members took on a more active facilitative role,

especially in the planning stages of inservice systems.'

...
Iriany.other'projects; the IHE provided a source ol,expdrtise, as _

consultants on particular,topics when needed. In such cases, like the one0 ,
described belOst by a documenter in a western, semiurban projeCt, the center
. . .

.

_of gravity for project activities tended to reside within the LEA itself, or

within the project staff:J .
-y

,, ,

Our IHE, has erved a dual training. by offering both on- campus

workshops fladvanced training in our identified need Ireak,'and

'..
by providing faculty consultants, to facilitate sessions either at

the Staff Development Center or at a project school site. t

The project staff itself, often consisting ne'pdople primarily-

identified with the.IHE, typically mediated between IE faculty or
/

depaitments.and LEA district perionnel.' The often-mentioned gap between Mg

and LEA meant that IHE mmbers,7in whatever'role, faced a credibility

problem with local school or school.clistrict personnel., Various factors

--"" ppeared to establish credibility, amonthem the ability of IHE'members to
,

share the initiative and responsibility. In,,weveral provocative cases:team,

teaching arrangements"0.nservice taught jointly by IHE and LEA personnel)

were developed, with a visible'impact on credibility. For example, frgm a

midwestert, semiurban,site:,

71emqsi. effective aspect of the inserviCe training appears,to be

the team-teaching appro4h,particularly, the teaming of-an .LEA
tinstructcr ('supervisor) and an IHE professor. "These expetiences
have had, signiflicant reciproCal effects causing' our project' a
intergroup releitionship to greatly improve.:

Throughout the-sec ondyear'ofsimplementation, as more of the IHE
graduate faculty became involved, the relationshi?'lktween the
LEA and JHEhabeen strengthened.-One 14E professor teaching

itcourse, on contemporary iasues imp acting the LEA is a-former -

teacher/idiinibitator: His experience was quite positive.
,,

.

Projects with a past, history Teachertorps activity appetred`to have a

.frhdad,start on establishing and maintaining a miedikle role in the LEAs or

%schools.
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Contributions to aft Improved Personnel Development,System

t

Ai mentioned in several of the essays, it was a little soon to tell how4 4
411Iv

Teacher Corps efforts would contribute to an improved personnel development

,system 'for teachers of low-lncome children. Program 79 projects were only

in their fir, year of training) Program 78 projects in their second. As a

consequence,'many documenters responded-to this section of the essay

assignment terms,of "proximate" impacts (types of inservice offerings and

participation levels) rather than the ultimate'impact'of training on

classroom practice or school climate. Also, it was not easy--either for \

documenters or for SRI as it interpreted their essays--to establilh which

elements of the present personnel development system could be attributed to

Teacher Corps efforts, either under current or past funding.

. ,7
"Personnel development systee'referred in most essays, as ih the essay'

assignment, to staff development practices and arrangements in the LEA, even

though the language of the Rules and Regulations is broader and not specific

to a given LEA. However, many'essay0 referred to, or implied, impacts on

.the IHE's "personnel development system"as well (thatis, its.practices and

arradgements for inservice or preservice training). These will be discussed

separately below, as conceptually distinct contributions to the preparation

of teachers serving low-income children.
. . .

Contributions to the LEA's Personnel Development System

\
.

.

i

4, (

Teacher Cors projects seemed to take place either in LEAs with little

or no systetaticL4nservice prior to Teacher Corps, or in those with

11
-extensive inserv.ce.systems.keqormer case was more typical of LEAs in .4*

.
'rural areas or mall cities; the latter more c*monly the case in LEA?

' *ithin large, u §an areas.
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If one were to generalize; essays suggest that in the former situation,

Teacher Corps madeasubstantial and visible impact on the°itiservice system

(if there was one at all) or in sode.cases brought about. the first such

system. A documenter from a project (with n prior Teacher Corps

experience) in a small, midwestern city. etat d it bluntly:

As a consequence of project staff development activities to date,
more than 75; percent of the LEA staff has completed some
professional inservice. Additional stag currently are involved
in ongoing inservice. Previously, no inservice offerings were
available through the LEA, and only university courses were

available through IRE.

. In other instances, where minimal LEA inservice had previouily taken plaCe,.

. Teacher'Corps was apparently responsible for turning it into a more

systematic and comprehensive effort. A project in a small, western city

tipifiea what a number,of projects seem to have accomplished in similar

circumstances, as _thefollowing_excerpt from t'he documenter indicages:

The Teacher Corps project has provided as opposed.to altering
or expanding--the district with a personnel development system.*
The components of that system are:

(1) The Inservice Council, a group that represents disti1ct
teachers, and administratorsftuniversity persons, and
community people and oversees staff development.

(2Y Ongoing'identi tiou of needs through written needs
assessment surveys oral communication with all the
populations in the district, all' written d oral

evaluations of all.staff development of erings.

(3) Planning how tomeet needs.

(4) Delivering inservice education.

(5) Monitoring application of the inservice education in the
classroom.

(6) Recycle items 2-5 (above), with the Inservice Council

-everseeing the process.

)
Previous to Teacher Corps, the district had nsn ystem of

organizedb.uservice; inser ce training consgted basically.of
individual,teiehers takinik 0 ursework, attending some

.

- ,

f..
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conference*, and participating in_ workshops. Now teachers snd.
administrators are going through programs involving themselves
voluntarily over period* oftime (as opposed to onetime
offerings) and concentrating on,areas which they have indicated
as needs/interests.

Moreover, teachers, administrators, and parents e all
'participating in verious aspects of the plann ag, derivering,
and evaluating of staff development activitie

Teacher Corps' contributions to LEAs with elaborate staff development

systems already in place are less easy to discern and to demonstrate. A
doalenter from a recently begun project' in a small, midwestern city

.

observed:-

'Since the LEA has an impres#ive number of inservice training
activities, it is not certain there havO Seen changes in numbers

. or types of people.participafing.. It does appear that those
persons who have been teaching for at least 6 years or more, some
as long as 25 years, who could not for some reason or other seek
odt e,master'.'s degtee, took advantage of- the IKE offer to develop

irrat-esi,te, field,- -based degree program.

:But, as thequote indicates, not all needs were met by the existing sy,etem,

,and Teacher Corp e was thus able to find a role. In other instances, e l s

described subtilelcontributions ,to existthg insevice systems; Teacher Cor se .

%,-

refined the de1ivery approaches, extended the offerings, or more closely
,

.
' attuned the Offerings to doCumented needs of siecific teachers o; school

sites. A documenter in a midwestern city with -a strong inservice capacity
* ,. ,

. (built over the yeais with cdnsiderabie Teacher Car& input in former

cycles) summarized his project's current contribution in this war:

The LEA staffhdeveloppaent'program is one of the best in the

1

nation. Our role, thelp, is'to enrich and provide more loCdtized
application of the regular program. We are demonstrating a means
to respond - quickly to needs thtough the,request/response process,
and to develop teachers with, specialized skills and knowledge who
tan- can train others in the years to come. By sharing
resovrces, we have been able to build-up the professional
libraries for use by all teacher* in the district, but especially
in the project_ schools. 'Finally, we have demonstrated a,

continuing process of school-university-community collaboration,
which has strengthened the local, staff development program

71.
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Types of Impact--At the least, most projects claimed to have impact on

both the huaber and types of inftrice offerings available to teachers, and

the 'lumber and types of people participating in the inservice evepts.

Stated in this way, these "contributions" to imroved personnel development

are hard to evaluate, but they do represent a trend in the right direction.

The following essay excerpt from a northwestern project located in a small

city described a common pattern in both Program 78 and 79 projects:

p

Th4--Zeacher Corps inservice activities can be considered as an II.

jmprovement in the local personnel development training for the'

following reasons.

A new "mix" of people attend the Teacher Corps activities. In

addition to having teachers from both the elementary and

secondary schools involved in the game sessions, principals and
such as secretaries andother administrators, nonteaching staff, s

clerks, social workers, community council members, and interns

are found tog4ther in courses and workshops. This represents a

new opportunity for many points of view to be heard at the same

time. This process alone has increased the communication within

and among schools and between schools and the community.

The Teacher Corps offerings are more versatile than what his been

done in the past. Ap increased interest in multicultural
activities, special 'heeds children, iplidatice andlebunseling

,skillt are exempUs of this wider look at the inservice needs of

school personnel. The needs are met not only by faculty from the

I.$E but,also from a variety of agencies within the community.
l

_

...Although it.ie somewhat early to talk abopt the effect of the

inservice activities, the feedback to date has been positive.

Perhaps the most telling result,iethat people are asking for _

more. Ideas are continuously being suggested from many different

of th s

Activities drigt lly intended for the first.semester are being
S\ t.school staff and the community council. '

extended to -tile next and additional people are expressing an

interest in them. For thin reasOn it, seems accurate at this

point i time to say that Teacher_Corps La making a positive

sontri tion to the er46-nnel developmenOsystem in the' four .

participating ichoolt. ,

4 A
7'

'.

The increased number orpaic4pents and types of offerings were more
.

often than not symptomatic of basicnchangis in the way LEA'inservice wab

Organized. A documenter's discussion of the numbers, in relation to key

elements in the current Teacher. Corps approach, is revealing:
$

4.
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The level of teacher participation in inservice training has .

increased. According to teachers interviewed, this increase has
been, attributed tb the collaborative mode of planning, which
ihcluded teachers; teacher,aides, administrators, and'Teacher
Corps staff.

The excerpt highlights an often-repeated point: Teacher Corps has set in

motion an inservice planning procesi, emphasizing collaboration of a range

of key constituents, and often featuring a more central role for teachers.

In one northeaitern, urban project, where°teachers were given this kind of

central role, the results appeared to be particularly effective, as

described below:

Teacher Corps' greatest benefit to the schools has been involving
teaChers.in'identifying areas of need and in planning programs'
and courses to meet their identified needs. Those programs of
inservice which resulted in a tangible product seem to have been
particularly effective. When a concrete program, designed by
teachers, published by Teacher Corps tesults; the teachers seem
to feel a-greater sense o4 accomplishment and also seem more
willing to work over a longer period of time in implementing
their product.

In this se spirit, a number of documenterp listed committee work

(referring usually to teacher dr administrator involvement on project

Planning committees of several kinds) as aOcind of training activity'. In a

southern, urban'project the organilational shift from a somewhat detached

angi_liessouccessfal LEA inservice system to one more closely tied to a

school level planning proceds relying 'heavily on teachers' input indicates

how ttgs kind of "improvement" operated in several ways at once:

,

It is th project's belief that the Teacher Corps project has-
developed an inservice training system which represents an
improvement in'rhe IAA's personneldevelopment'process. In the
pastothe LEA has provided workshops mainly on the state mandated
inservice days. Outside consultant& were hired, and district
staff persons (teachers, paraprofessionalsArincipils, etc.)
were not involved in the process. Needs assessments were.
conducted ft the district level; therefore, they yielded
,general zed results which appeared-to be inapplicable to any
individu I school. Inservice activities centered mainly upon

'''workshops. Follow-up activities to workshops were nonexistent.
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In'contrast to this, Teacher Corps centers its inservice program
around "grass-roots" rolvement, mainly through the use of
professignal development committees at each of the schools. With
this approach", district personnel, as well as community members,
hate input in every stage of the inservice program. The committee
cohducts needs assessments, designs .their inservice activities,
and in the future will learn to evaluate them. Needs assessments
are currently done at the school level and reflect more specific
needs of students and teachers. Teamwork and involvement are the
main forces behind the program, and follow-up activities are an
automatic feature of professional development. Inservice
activities include not only workshops, but also classroom
demonstrations, expert consultation, clinical supervision and
involvement in the actual inservice process itself.

These kinds of impacts on LEA inservice activities-seemAo'be a natural

outgrowth of Teacher Corps efforts in most projects. They seem to represent

both short-term improvements in those projects of recent vintage, and in

many cases of repeated Teacher Coirps funding, a longer -term change in the

way inservice, needs within LEAs are met. The extent to which these changes

will_lastbeyond Teacher Cbrps funding remains ac_ this poilit an open__

question, though there is some evidence that these practices are becoming

common-practice in many sites. Also, the question of tangible implications

of training for the problems of classroom or school is largely unanswered by

the essays and difficult to measure in any event. Some essays, however, do

hint a--temonstrable effects in the classroom or school. For example, in a

southern, urban project, one project noted a di-4in office referrals oft)

'disciplinary cases following inservice effort focused on school management

issues, but the example is ai4-nSpicuously isolated one.

One further question remains unaniweTed about typgs of.Teacher Corps

impact on LEA inservice systems, especially those in larger (usually urban)

LEAs. Project efforts most often concentrated on only a few of a larger

number of schools, and consequently ran the Ipk of making little dent on

the prevailing district inservice system, however successful they might be
y

with the staff of project schools.' The lack of impact in this situation was

clear from several essays, such as the following excerpt from a

mid-Atlantic, urban project:

.1
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Just as an aside, I am 1 little confused about this Oiestion
[about Teacher Corps contributions to an improved personnel
development system]. Are you asking how we have impacted the
inservice training'courset run by the school system? Or, are you
-asking how we are impacting the process of personnel developMent
in the LEA? If you are asking the first, the answer is"thus- .

far, not at all. As far as the second, we have only increased
the capacity of the systems trainers to help elementary teachers
use an energy curriculum. We.have only just begun our
implementation. If our training model or some of the coursed we
develop prove successful, then we will be in a position to impact
the process.

The apparent failures had to do with many factors beyond the degree of

effort by Teacher Corps to involve LEA staff development personnel, although

it was clear in many essays that "getting the ear" of the LEA district staff

was especially important to do from an early stage in the project's life 1

span.

401k-at

Differential Impacts on Feeder System Schools--In response to a probe

about feeder system differences,. many essays indicated that,projects had

been more successful with elementary teachers than with secondary teachers.

The theme was consistent across-a wide range of project types. Documenters

tended not to elaborate on the point in much detail, but'the comments of a

fey shed light_ on the problem. From a documenter in a rural, southern

.project:
.

Beginning in 1978, the high school principal and teachers joined'
the elementary school's ongoing inservice Inservice
education for the,high school teachers, admittedly, has been
approaching a dead .end- for three reasons--tradition, money and
politics. They have been very vocal about their request for
fringe benefits beyond the usual leave-time, tuition costs and
,grqduate credit, even though no inservice activity-is
compulsory. Because prior inservice training activities, which
formerly provided the elementary teachers with contacts with .

nationally knoiin TeaCher Corps consultants locally and in cities ,

across the nation, are no longer available to the site school
teachers due to 1980-81 budget restrictions, it7takes revitalized
efforts to keep,inservice activities alive'in the high school.
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The newness of the high school element in Teacher Corps meant that a

repertoire of effective techniques had not been built up. The secondary

level brought with it, as well, a quantum increase in the problems

associated with declining enrollment, especially in the urban high schools.

Also, the sheer size and more fragmented nature of high school faculties

made them difficult to work with, as a documenter in an urbani-southern

project pointed put:

The elementary school faculties appear to be more cohesive and

adaptive groups. For example, a smaller percentage of the senior _
high teachers participate in Teacher Corps activities, and these
few have far greater absolute number of colleagues to influence
and involve in .new programs and ideas.

However, the magnitude ofhe problem was at the same time a

source of opportunity, especially where the combined efforts of

community members and training resources could be brought to bear on

the-problem, -One such-ense-described below, in a northwestern,

urban projec , spoke for a pattern seen in-several other projects:

Several concerns weremaltpressed by.the site
4
school teachers which

were addressed by the 'project through an inservice program.

Burnout, stress, classroom management in particular, and the it

disruptive child provided us with a basis for developing a series
of workshops, classes, and conferences dealing with the causes of

these conderns and methods .to understand them. In particular, a
icommittee was formed at the high school to delineate a model for
fa positive school climate, and this has been very.successful.
The committee members met at lengthto discuss the various
approaches and decided to meet with an outside'consultant who has
been in contact with the principal, the teachers, the staff-, and

the parents. One important outcome of the experiences offered by
Teacher Corps has been a building cohesiveness brought about by
the common goals, the course offerings, and the open communica-.
tion which the project extends to the staff of the site schools.

A
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Impacts on the IHE

'While much of the attention in each project was directed at the LEA and

bits training needs (at least as reflected in these essays), these efforts

simultaneously exerted influence on the IHE. In some projects this seemed

to be a more central goal than in others. A number of facto's seemed to

contribute to the degree of attention to, and subsequent effect on, Igg

training arrangements: the initial orientation of-the IHE toward service

projects and field-based training,.the degree of initiative exercised by the

IHE in Teacher Corps, the size and complexity of the IHE, and the involve-

ment of key IHE power-holders in project planning.

In rough order of the amount of change in IHE training approaches or

arrangements, the following kinds of IHE impacts emerge-from essays.

First, individual faculty members were described as developing

increased sensitiyity to the needs or problems of teachers in low-income

schools. The following quote, from a northeastern, urban project was /-

typical of many:

Through the Teacher Corps prpject, the IHE faculty has been
invol'd in planning, consulting, and developing workshops and
inservice courses in addition to credit-bearing ones. Having the
stiff of Teacher Corps become the agent for the district has led
to a new awareness among the IHE faculty of the needs of/ the
urban teacher.

'Second, by gradual accumulation, IHE faculty with experience in Teacher 7-0-

Corps was in a number of Ihs developing a kind of "critical mass" of

personnell)tiented towards the problems of contemporar$ schools and

especially toward the possibility of inservice support to schools. In

another urban, northeastern project this took the form of an "alternative

-facility.," built slowly over several' periods of Teacher Corps funding. In

the words of the documenter:
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One of the major thrusts of our project is an effort to develop an

alternative faculty (at the IHE). Inherent in this concept is the

notion that the proviiion of inservice must be onsite,

collaboratively formulated, job-embedded, and individualized.

Course titles serve only as parameters which identify the broad

focus of instruction. Within those parameters, individual

teaching needs and subsequent learning activities are mutually

arrived at by the instructor and each participant. Thus, the

diverse needs, of the children from low-income families are

addressed because those are the concerns which the teacher brings

to the instructor during the inservice experience. Frequently the

IHE instructor will be found working with children in the

teacher's classroom. An additional plus to the type of inservice
involvement we are providing ie that the IHE instructors are

begriming sensitized to the diverse needs of both children and

tachers and are incorporating what they are learning in th it
preservice programs both as instructors and as members of t acher

education Curriculum planning teams.

...The fact that the IHE faculty has become involved with the

Teacher Corps project, not only to assist the project but out of a

realization that Teacher Corps is on the cutting edge of -

educational impact, is a welcome situation. The present

docuaenter is able to view this phenomenon from experience with

past Teacher Corps projects when such was not the case.

The-faculty views involvement with our inservice component as an

opportunity to realize many of the practices which under-regular

or normal academic circumstances have only been "pie in the sky."

ci

In a southern, rural site, also with previous Teacher Corps eiperience,

the accumulation took the form of increased focus,on inservice, coupled

the realization that faculty professional goals could.be met through Teacher

Cotps:

...Issues related toinservice training at, the IRE have' mOved`to

(0
center stage. Professors of education realize that:th4 can no

longer afford to underestimate the training needs for emselves-

and also the experienced teachers who they serve.

The current IHE task is more a function of people end organized

effort. A 2-hour block of time on Wednesday of each month is

earmarked for IHE staff development activities. A variety of ,

and group efforts are beginning ti take .root,and

grow. Professors participate in a project for different

reasons. There'is an increasing number of professors who view

this TeicheT Corps project ab an opportunity for important

78
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professional growth. They do not participate because they are
"told to" in a "top-down" direction, but because they want to be
more.effective with the undergraduate program for training
teachers as well as with Teacher Corps Program '78, where major
imphaiis is placed on inservice training of all teachers in, the
school district. But IHE.professor* also need intrinsic
motivation in order to continue the,delivery of inservice
training. Teacher release'time and stipends alone are not the
only incentives for teachers to participate in helping others
learn new skills.. Affecting.* student's performance and growth
inpositive ways may represent the best incentives for inservice
training strategies.

Third, in some IHEs, Teacher Corps contributed to the. revamping of

courses and entire degree programs. Typically, the content of courses was

reconstructed' around

issues in education.

developed or revised

the practical problems of the school or contemporary

.In a substantial number of IHEs, degree programs we've

to accommodate the requirements of inservice teachers
in field-based settings. These kinds of changes;in IHEs did not go

unchallenged; the question of academic rigor was a principal complaint. In
-

a mid-Atlantic, urban project, this manifested itself in the following way:

The attitudes of teachers appear to be one of the more
encouraging outcomes of the 7tacher Corps training.,, Since they
are able to define individual interests within-the project focus,
their motive o is more founded' on the utility of such study.
While some o ervera criticise this aPproach as not sufficiently
rigorous for academic credit, the process is defended as being
more meaningful andmore directly, related to profeesional role
development; Consequently, the concept of,academic rigor for
professional training is in question, as supporters of this type
of training maintain that academic rigor can also refer to the
application of knowledge in settings which are serviced by
proiession4s. -Yet, within the Schdol of Education, this latthr
concept is not the predominant view of those faculty who
participate in the education of teachers.

I

A documenter in a northwestern, semiurban project summed up his experience

over several periods of Teacher Corps funding in these words:

The higher education ,system itself is a formidable obstacle to
utilizing faculty for the inservice !duration of school personnel.

. q
.

If a set of university resources ciliate designed to help teachers,
meet a specific local problem--the procedures coot too much, or
it's, illegal. (And probably immoral and fattening, too.)

. t
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The words speak broadly for many essays that have alluded to resistances in

the IRE to field-based training arter 3 Doc entatiou summary). At

the same time, the successes of) his particular pr ject and others like I

were testimony to the value of'local-level persistence in combination\wit

long-term federal funding.
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GUIDELINEFOOR THE ESSAY ON:

PROPOSITIONS REGARDING TRAINING/TEACHING

The Teacher/Corps Rules and Regulations provides, guidelines for
operating local-projects. A setof principles regarding the process
of implementation could be derived from these operational guidelinei;
they can be viewed as tactics in an implementation strategy. The provi-
sions of the Rules and Regulatiops can thus be reworded into the form of
propositions regarding effective implementation processes or tactics. Forthis essay four provisions.of the Rules and Regulations that deal with
topics ofitraining and teaching have been reworded into propositions.
This essay is divided into four sections, one for each proposition.
Each section should be started at the tdp of a page using as a hgading
the appropriate proposition from the list below. Each section shouldbe a one to two page answer to the guidinequestiOns suggested below.

.

, Here is a list of propositiOns for this essay. (The number following
each proposifiort_identifi-e-s-th-g--section number in the Rules ghd Regulations.

/ that deal with this topic.)

1) Field-based and community-based training are effective imple-
mentation taeticsifor use in Teacher. Corps projects. (172.50)

2) The use of integrated preservice and inservice training approaches
,is an effective implementation tactic. (172.63)

3) The use of multicultural education approaches is an effective
.implementation tactic. (1,72.62)

4) The use of, diagnostic/prescriptive
teaching' approaches is aD

effective implementation tactic. (172.62)

Here are the guiding questions for each one to-two page section of
the essay. These questions should be applied to each of the propositions
in the list above.

Based on the experiencesof your project so far, would you
basically agree or disagree with thin proposition.' (For example,
-would you agree or disagree that the collaborative mode of operation
is an effective implementation tactic for use in Teacher Corps
projects?)

o. How would you reword this proposition so that it would more
accurately reflect di& experiences of your project. What-cautions
or qualifications should be stated? 'What conditions should be

Apoted?. What elaborations would clarify the meaning, etc.?

Please explain why you agree or.disagreCwith thisPropositiOn,
using one specific example drawn from your project's experience

1

to illustrate your position.

What other propositions about Training/Teaching would be impor-
tant for federal policy makets to consider,'in developing Rules
and' Regulations for new educational programs?
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COVER SHEET FOR THE WAY TOPIC:

PROPOSITIONS REGARD& TRAINING/TEACHING

Due Date: Nay 31, 1980 (Quarter 3)
,

ANanie of Project

Name of,Documentor

Date Essay Submitted

Plelse complete the chart below, indicating with a check
your agraement, or disagreement with the proposition. Use your
essay as a data source.

agree Disagree

1) The use of field-based;and
community training is

an 'effective tactic for use in
\-....3,Teacher Corps project . '(172.50)

2) The use of integrated 'preseryiceand Lservice
training approaches is an effective impleMenta-
tiop tactic. (172.63)

3) The use of multicpltwal education approaches
is an effective implementation tactic. (172.62)

4) The use of diagnqstic/prescriptive
teaching ,

approachei is an effective implementation tactic.
.'(172.62)

40 Please list belowley other propositions regarding Training/Teachingyou think are-important fore federal poliey makers to consider in developingRules and Reg4lafions for new educational programs. (You may use an
additional- page.)"

1) - ?

2) 1 .

4
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40 TEACHER CORPS PROGRAM EVALUATION

Group I

COVER MET FOR THE ESSAY ON
ISSERVICE TRAINING FOR LOCAL SCHOOL TEACHERS

Dus Dam November 30, 1980 (Quarter 5)

ti
.

PROJECT:

DOCUMENTOR:

DATE ESSAY SIMXITTED:

The Teacher Corps lulu and Regulations allow eaCh_proi.ct to devalop_inge e _training
progress tailored to fit local circumstances. Which of the following rape nts the
rimary goals of,your inservice staff development progrme for teachers? I tate Your

r by placing tha number "1" in front of the several goals that are most octant
or amour project; the number "2" in front of the goals that have-moderate importance;
as Zone the number "3" in front the goads that have little importance to your project.
Please rate each goil with a single number: 1, 2, or 3. If any important goals are
not included on the list, add than below with chair rating indicated. If a particular
goal does not apply to your prefect, indicate this with "NA" in the blank.

-

To improve diagnostic /prescriptive skills; to be sensitillot
Children's individual needs.

To provide better multicultural education.

To provide butte! education for exceptional children.

To improve'classroom managedent skills (discipline, counseling,
organisation, and so on).

A
To improve attttudsl of teachers (self-concept, empathy and
so on).

.To imprAM classroom and school clinate.

To improve curricular and school programs.

To improve collaboration moat tesihers within a school.

To improve teacher- community communication and Collaboration.

Other (please specify):

Other (please specify):
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- GUIDELINES FOR ESSAY ON
INSERVICE TRAINING FOR LOCAL SCHOOL TEACHERS

00.
One of the primarY -thrusts of each Teacher Co9s, project is to improve

personnel development systems in the local education agency (LEA). In

moat projects, this means providing, expanding or altering inservice .training

for LEA teachers to focus on needs expressed by the staff of project

schools. .

From last year's documentation and other data source in the

Teacher Corps study, we learned a good.ded1 about various objectives and

formats of Teacher Corps inservice training activities. From this essay,

we want to learn what your project has doneIn the area of inservice

teacher training and how the training hai contributed to the personbel

development syste m in your prpject's LEA.

Your essay should be divided into three sections. The first should

describe in detail the primary focus of your inservice training system:

In the secodds, describe the actual training rocess as-it has evolved so
. .

, far --in other wards, tell us what kinds of training experiences have been

providedfor'LEA teachers. IA the third section, reflect on the process

in terms of its.contribution to personnel development in the LEA. Each

section of the essay should be 1 ,to 3 pages long.

Section 1: Primary Focus of the Inservice Training System

The guiditg 4hestion for this section of the essay is: What are the

most Important things that teachers /will learn or gain from participation

in the inservice training system? We recognize that the teaciper's job

is very complex and that local needs varrconsiderably.. Tell briefly°

and specifically which atpects.of teaching your training system

. primarily addresses. Use your responses to the cover set to help frame
, your answer.
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Alio, consider the following probing questions:

To what extent does your project "emphasize explicit;
measurable objectives fnksteacher performance in its

inservice training? t

To what extent hasthe focus of inservice training been
defined by individual teachers?

What specific in=classroom teacher needt are addressed
by the inservice training program? 4,

...

In whai-Ways, if any, are the goal's of Teacher Corps
i

.., training different from the goals of the IRE, training
available tcrteachers.prior to, or outvide the Teacher
Corps project? .

Ih .what ways do the goals of training reflect Teacher-
(

Corps' particular concern fOr the'schooling of children
from low-incom families?

40`4.,_

Section 2: Description of Inservice Training Strategy .

The guiding question for Section 2 is: What have you done so far,

to put into action your inservice training'system ?' Tell us briefly about

your overall approach or strategy for staff development for teachers.

Describe:

a

The kinds of training events that have taken place.

The sequencing of training events, or how one event
builds upon others.

1
The approathes for the delivery of training.

The role of the IRE in providing inpervice,training:

The.roli of the LEA -in providing inservicetriining.

Speciaiited kinds of expertise required to deliver
inservice training.

S
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Section 3: -Contributions to. an Improved Personnel.Developmeni System

Although Teach* Corp-a-#rojects are still -6-abducting inservice

training, we are interested in the question: How has the Teacher Corps

project, contributed so far to improvement (it any) in the LEA's'

personnel development systeM? Oive evid se that supports your belief

that the project's inservice training s stem represents an improvement

in the LEA's personnel development process. Consker:

Changes in the nue:4r and types of people participating
in the training,

'of'

-Previous inservice activities in the LEA, or the local
schools. For examiilds are the inservice offerings ,now
available through Teacher Corps significantly different
from regular inservice offerings?

In what way *7 if any, does the IHE's involvement in
Teacher Corps inservice training represent a shift
from its prior training activities?

What aspects of the inservice.training have been
particularly effective and why?

What inservice training activities have you tried that
you believe were not effect e? Why do you think
they were no% effective?

To what extent was the improvement expressed in different
ways inaifferent'schdols.in the feeder eyitem? Eor
example, were there important differences between the
elementary schools and the secondary schools?

In framing your answer, please resist the temptation to describe

hoped-for or potential improvements. Concentrate instead on what'has 0
%.41/4-

actually occurred since your project started, recognizing that ambitious'

plans may neverebe fully materialized. Also resist the temptation'tor

give elaborate descriptions of:what was done before leacher Corps;

focus on What is necessary' to clarify what has changed. If 51ou believe.

that it Its too soon in your project's history to detect any' major

t ,changes, please say so and briefly explain why.
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